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TAPS Arrive

THE TAPS announces the following- schedule
for receiving annuals for those people who have
made either the $6 or S3 payments: seniors—
Friday, May 8; juniors—May 11; sophomores—
May 12; and freshmen—May 13. On Friday,
May 15 the annuals will be placed on general
sale on a first come first served basis. Books
may be picked up at THE TAPS office on the
9th level above the Loggia from 1 to 5 pm each
afternoon. Students must bring receipt slips.
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TIGER Announces Results
Of Senior Staff Election
By JIM BARNES
Outgoing Tiger Senior Staffers
in a four hour session Sunday,
April 26, elected Bill Linn as
new Editor of the Tiger.
Linn, a senior in industrial
management, is from Pickens,
and he has worked on the Tiger Sports Staff four years. "I
have the staff to put out an informative and entertaining paper next year; this is our aim,"
said Linn.
Business Manager
Replacing Business Manager
Jim Carlisle is sophomore Don
Ellis. Ellis, an electrical engineering major from North Augusta, will handle the financial
aspects of the Tiger. He has
served on the Tiger as Office
Manager.
Elected to Managing Editor
was David Crawford, a double

major in.Electrical and mechan- will replace outgoing editor the Circualtion Staff will replace i pus. He has spoken before at the
ical engineering. He is from Fred Cleaves.
Ray Des Jardins. '
Tiger banquet and at comed on the copy staff for one Replacing Advertising Mana- The new Tiger Staff will offimencement
exercises.
Mr.
Greenville, and he has work- ger Bill Stover will be Jim Cunyear. Crawford, a National Mer- ningham, a pre major from cially take over its duties at Freeman represents the state
it finalist and honors student Black Mountain, N. C. Cunning- the Tiger banquet, Friday press on the Governor's Adhere at Clemson, will replace ham, a freshman, has worked on night, in the Clemson House visory committee.
the Advertising Staff for one when outgoing editor, Frank Says outgoing editor Frank
Associate Editor
year.
Gentry introduces the new Gentry, "There were some very
Bill Hamilton, a physics maJohn Lank, a sophomore ma- staff.
capable people on this year's
jor and Poole scholar, was elecstaff that will be hard to reWayne Freeman
ted Associate Editor. He will re- joring in electrical engineering,
place John Coyle. Hamilton, a was elected to Circulation Man- Mr, Wayne Freeman, editor of place; however, I think Linn
sophomore, has worked on the ager. Lank, after working for the Greenville News, will be the has the personnel to put out
Tiger for two semesters, one as two years on the Tiger both as guest speaker. Mr. Freeman is an even better Tiger next
a columnist and one as News a photographer and member of no stranger to the Clemson cam- year."
Editor. In his new position he
will handle the editorial page. FLATT AND SCRUGGS TOMORROW
He is from Clemson, and is
an honors student.
Dick Miley, a sophomore majoring in physics, is from Charleston and will take over as
News Editor for Bill Hamilton.
Miley is a Student Senator this
year, and he was president of
his freshman class last year.
He has worked on the Tiger
News Staff for two years, and
he is an honors student.
Features Editor for next year Festivities of Junior -Senior followed by the final dance of fice on the 8th level above Logwill be William M. Brown an J Weekend begin tonight as Billy the weekend which will also be gia. The permits will be good
industrial management major! Butterfield and his orchestra in the Field House from 8 unfrom
Marshaltown, Iowa, spotlight the annual formal ball til 12 p.m. 'The Falcons" will for parking on Williamson Road
a sophomore will replace John in the Field House starting at provide music and entertain- from Friday afternoon to 7 a.
Fowler. He has worked for two 9 p.m. and running until 1 a.m. ment for the informal dance. m. Monday.
Lester
Flatt and
Earle Charles William "Billy" Butyears on the Features Staff.
REWARD
Scruggs and Goggy Mountain terfield has had background in Admission prices for the danSports Editor
Boys will present a free con- the world of dance music, ces are $3 Friday night and $4
$25 reward for information
Bill Walker, a freshman ma- cert in the Ampitheater Satur- jazz, radio, and television. He for the dance Saturday night.
leading to the conviction of
joring in electrical engineering,
the individual or individuals was elected to Sports Editor. day afternoon to kickoff the studied the trumpet under A block ticket including admisresponsible for the destruc- Walker has worked on the day's activities which also in- Frank Simon who played with sion for both dances cost $6.
tion of the vending machines Sports Staff for one year. He clude the Junior-Senior Ban- the John Philip Sousa Band. The concert Saturday will be
quet beginning at 7 p.m. and He played in college dance
on the Clemson campus. Any
bands; he started his career free ,and the price of the Juninformation should be subwith Bob Crosby and the Bob- free, and the price of the Junmitted to the Office of Stucats.
ior-Senior Banquet is $3.50
dent Affairs in a sealed enFlatt and Scruggs will offer which includes the costs of
velope address to Student
selections in the style of the favors.
Government. Names will be
Grand Ole Opry at the concert
withheld.
Saturday. Their instruments inStudent Government
clude a fiddle, guitar, dobro
In an effort to stop destrucguitar, a bass, and a five string
James
Howard, banjo, played in the Scruggs
tion of the vending machines A portion of the annual Hon- Clemson;
owned by the Atlas Vendingjors and Awards Day program Greer; Charles Hughes, Union. style. The band uses no elecMachine Co., the Student Sen- at Clemson Wednesday, May 6,
Also Charles Hunter, Ander- trical amplification for the inate created a committee last was devoted to recognition of son; John Joye, Lamar; Ste- struments. "The Falcons" will
Monday night at the regular 54 members of Phi Kappa Phi. phen King, Williamston; Wil- present a rock-and-roll show
Senate meeting to investigate Eligibility for membership re- liam Miley, Spartanburg; Ron- Saturday night. The music will Fifteen
representatives of
the destruction of the machines. quires a grade point ratio of ald Moore, Gaffney; David include such hits as "You're
So Fine."
Clemson student government
In a period of discussion 3.2 for seniors and 3.5 for qual- Moorehead, Laurens; Bruce
Freshmen may secure tem- are presently attending the
about the vending machines, ified juniors toward a possible Patterson, Burton;
Britt
Rudy Autoncic, vice-president 4.0 straight "A" average.
Pearce,
Greenville;
James porary parking permits for the Southern Universities Student ■
weekend from the Traffic Of- Government Association Conof the student body, stated The following students quali- Reinhardt, Edgemoor.
that the AtlasVending Machine fied for the honor:
vention which began in Biloxi,
Co. wants to remove the ma- Robert Abbott, Sumter; JulMississippi Thursday.
chines as soon as possible. ian Baumann, Greenville; ClarThe theme of the convention
Rudy also said that a reward ence Beaudrot, Greenwood;
is "Improving Campus ComThomas
Bell,
Hartsville;
Frank
would be offered for informamunications." The purpose of
tion about the crimes (see Bolt, Laurens; Robert Breeden,
SUSGA is exchanging ideas
REWARD insert). Rudy says Bennetts ville; Sally Brock, Senabout and learning about stueca; Douglas Burgess, Clevethat he feels the person or land;
dent government among colFrederick Byrd, Ridge
persons ought to be prosecuted Spring; Michael Carlay, Greenlege and university students
because these people are in- wood; Jimmy Carter, Ruffin;
from South Carolina, Georgia,
fringing upon others' rights William Carter, Fort Lawn;
Florida, Mississippi, Alabama,
and will cause students to lose George Casey, West Palm
Louisiana, Tennessee, and Kenthe use of the machines.
Beach, Fla.; William Caswell,
tucky, according to Jimmy
Rudy expressed hope that Atlanta, Ga.
Bell, delegate and president of
the company would decide to Also Gerald Caughman, Lexthe student body.
leave the machines at Clemson. ington; Douglas Cobb, AnderThis is the same convention
son; Sandra Cochran, Clemson;
that was held at Clemson two
Edgar Crow, West Palm Beach,
years ago. Preston Earle is a
Fla.; Douglas Cullen, Kensingvice-chairman on the executive
ton, Md.; Thomas Curlee,
council representing South CarGreenville;
Robert
Dadin,
olina.
Charleston; Michael Dawes,
Greenville; William Dempsey,
Taylors; Elias Earle, Greensthe Blue Key Fraternity and boro, N. C; Michael Finch,
Phi Eta Sigma. He will act Takoma Park, Md.; John Fowler, Bennetts ville; Frank Genas Business Director of WSBF try, Clemson; William Gryder,
radio station.
Rock Hill.
"With the new Constitution Also Richard Hagins, Lancasand next year's very excellent ter; James Ledbetter, Belton;
Senate, there's really no end Martin Lightsey, Columbia; Edto what the Student Govern- ward Lybrand, Clemson; James
McCOnnell, Miami, Fla.; Edment can do," says Hamm.
McKee, Charleston; ThoCharles Foster is from Sum- ward
Michael H. Finch, fourth-year
mas McMillan, Aiken; Douglas
merville and an electrical en- Mahon, Augusta, Ga.; Hoyt
architectural student at Clemson College, has been named
gineering major. John Mat- Martin, Seneca; William Meggs,
runner-up for the Portland Cethews is a ceramic engineering Florence; James Hambright,
major from North Charleston; Blacksburg; John Harman, Bur- THE IDLE GOD TRILOGY, written and produced by Rhett ment Association's 1964 South
John Shelley is an electrical lington, N. C; Michael Holland, Rowley, a student in Architecture, featured among its cast eastern regional architectural
scholarship award. His home is
engineering major from West Florence; Brewer Horton, Bur- Dianne Hu&hey as Sex and Earle Smith as Heaven.
(Photo by Spencer and Spencer) Takoma Park, Md.
lington, N. C; Frank Howard,
Acton, Mass.
First place which carries a
$1,500 scholarship to the Fontainebleau School of Fine Arts
near Paris, France, went to Allan C. Johnson, a student at the
University of Virginia, Charlottesville.
The regional competition was
open to fourth-year students at
12
accredited
architectural
schools in Alabama, the District
of Columbia, Florida, Georgia,
ability to control behavior, will Virginia, North Carolina and
alysis
of
the
thought
process
Earlier, numerous awards in can unite.
be far more grave than the pro- South Carolina.
recognition of outstanding scho- "There is nothing more im- which governs behavior. That blems posed by physicists to Entries were selected from
lars were presented as assem- portant in the world. Some is, we're finding out 'how he control the reactions of mat- projects students submitted as
blies in each of the Schools of people would call it man's thinks,' not just how he learns. ter. Oppenheimer thus recog- part of their regular class asPromise Of Science
Agriculture, Architecture, Arts search for his own destiny. I'm
nized the power both for good signments and were limited to
and Sciences, Engineering, and not much afraid any more of "Thus the behavioral sciences
designs meeting "residential
the School of Industrial Manage- elephants, lions or witches, but are coming of age. For, if they and evil in behavior control." area needs" utilizing concrete
I'm afraid of man. He is the can fathom man's needs and The speaker also projected as the predominant building mament and Textile Science.
most dangerous and fearsome motives and achieve an under- the thought that with his new terial. Finch selected "A MorMan Versus Man
"In the interests of our fu- creature alive; he's terribly standing of his thought process, capabilities for behavior con- tuary" for his design; Johnson
they can then predict and con- trol, man might be able to love chose "Fraternity House Centure happiness and probably of frightening.
his neighbor more devotedly
"If our problem is a 'man trol behavior.
our survival," Dr. Smith said,
ters."
"the boundaries of science must versus man' problem involving "What, then, is the promise or he possibly might also hate
An award of merit was prebe pushed back forcibly, and men's ideas, thoughts and be- of the behavioral sciences for more passionately.
soon, to include human behavi- liefs about each other, it seems the future? Perhaps to mold "Yet, ours is a poly-cultural sented to Finch at Clemson by
that the starting point for con- and shape man' needs and mo- world." Dr. Smith explained, Davenport Steward, Georgiaor and human culture.
"My thesis is that the final temporary man must be 'man's tives and knowledge, and there- think and behave if we are to South Carolina District public
problem of man is other men; thought processes.! A McGill by to guide his behavior toward survive with others who do not relations director of the Portsays desirable goals; to prevent even share our Western Euopean land Cement Association.
not how to get to the moon, fly University psychologist
faster or grow more crops. I there has been a revolution of his interest and unconscious mo- traditions, or even our South The cement industry annually
agree with Pope that 'the pro- psychological thought in Ameri- tives from approaching the un- Carolina ones. The behavioral awards seven regional scholarsciences of today are striving to ships to the
Fontainebleau
per study of mankind is man,' ca, the first phase of which in- desirable.
and as a behavioral scientist, I volved the exploration of learn- Robert Oppenheimer told the understand the Eaterner as School of Fine Arts to encourwould say that the solution of ing in man and animal. The American Psychological Associ- well as the Westerner. The con- age better architectural design
man's problem with man's second phase o£ the revolution, ation a few years ago that 'the temporary political scientist, in concrete. The 1964 competimust emerge as the superordi- he suggests, WE are only now problems psychologists will therefore, isi often an applied tion was judged by four nafion(Continued on Page 3)
ly known architects.
nate goal behind which all men entering—a learning theory an- have, due to their increasing

Senate Seeks
To Apprehend
Vandals

Billy Butterfield Starts Ball
Rolling For Jr.-Sr. Festivities

Awards Day Ceremony
Honors Phi Kappa Phi's

i Shown above are the newly elected members of the TIGER staff. Left to right: Bill Linn,
Don Ellis, David Crawford! Bill Hamilton, Dick Miley, Bill Brown; Bill Walker, Jim Cunningham, John Lank.
^__

Annual Pops Concert
Presents Light Music
The Clemson College Concert
Band will make its final appearance of the season Tuesday,
May 12, at 7:30 pm in the Amphi-theatre when it presents its
the group, but it will in addition
spring "Pops" Concert.
Not only will this be the concluding concert of the year for
the group, but it will in adition
be the farewell performance of
the organization under its present name. Next year will see
'the formation of the Clemson
UNIVERSITY Concert Band.
According to John H. Butler,
director of Bands at Clemson,
the spring "Pops" Concert was
initiated last year, and met with
such unqualified success, that it
has been established as an annual affair.
The program is a light one,

suited for outdoor performance i March" by Meyerbeer, Leroy
on a warm spring evening, and Anderson's clever novelty
a large crowd is expected to be
on hand to hear the fifty-five "Sandpaper Ballet," Glenn Ospiece group as they perform in ser's "Bandolero", and the first
the outdoor theatre. In the event performance of Debussy's ever(Continued on Page 6)
of rainy or threatening weather,
the concert will go on as scheduled, but in the auditorium of
Tillman Hall. There is no admission charge.
Light music and popular classics make up the roster of music to be heard: Selections from
the Musicals "Bye Bye Birdie"
and "How to Succeed in Busi- On Thursday April 30, Tomness Without Really Trying" my Hamm was elected Preswill be heard in featured spots. ident of the 1964-65 Student
Other selections will include the Senate at the first meeting of
"Parade of the Charioteens" the new Senate.
from the movie Ben Hur, Si- Charles Foster was elected
belrw' exciting tone poem "Fin- Secretary of the Senate; John
landia", the "Coronation Matthew was elected Assistant
Secretary, and John Shelley
was chosen as Senate Chaplain.
A motion was adopted to set
Monday nights as the regular
meeting date of the Senate for
next year. The Senators set
9 pm as the meeting time.
receive this highest honor on Hamm is an industrial
the basis of her undying love management major from Lanfor Clemson University, its tra- caster; he is a member of
ditions, and its students, and
for her deep love for this country and the preservation of its
freedom and liberty.
Mrs. Anderson is the wife of
Mr. Rudolph Anderson Sr., the
former owner of the Mountain
View Nursery located in Travelers Rest, S. C. She is the
mother of Mrs. John Martin and
the late Major Rudolph Anderson, Jr. She is also the grandmother of six.
The academic excellence and
Major Anderson, a 1948 grad- outstanding
achievements of
uate of Clemson, was America's more than 400 Clemson students
only casualty during the tense were recognized and rewarded
Cuban crisis of October 1962. during Honors and Awards Day
He had been one of two recon- ceremonies Wednesday afternaisance pilots whose photo- noon.
graphs provided the first undisputed proof of the Soviet mis- Dr. Walter D. Smith, Dean of
the College, Winthrop College,
sile buildup in Cuba.
Many memorials have been in the main speech of the day
dedicated to the memory of Ma- told his audience that the final
jor Anderson, one of these being problem of man is other men,
a trust fund set up in his name not how to get to the moon, fly
here at Clemson by Mr. and faster or grow more crops.
Mrs. Anderson. On Honors and Speaking as a behavioral scienAwards Day an annual Major tist, he said that the solution of
Rudolph Anderson, Jr. Trophy "man's problem with man"
was presented to Cadet Lt. Col- must emerge as the superoronel William Mulcahy Caswell dinate goal behind which all
of Atlanta, Ga., for distinguish- men can unite.
ing himself by his performance He spoke in the College auand dedication to the precepts ditorium where top scholastic
awards, college-wide
of the Air Force ROTC Cadet school
awards and nonWing at Clemson. This is the academic
first year the Trophy has been acc^demic awards for superior
achievement were presented.
awarded.

Mrs. Rudolph Selected
Mother Of The Year
By PHIL ODOM
Clemson University students
have selected Mrs. Rudolph Anderson of Greenville as Mother
. of the Year for 1964. She will
:
be presented by Rudy Antocic,
president of the Tiger Brotherhood Honorary Fraternity, at
the annual Junior - Senior banquet to be held at 7:00 p.m. on
Saturday, May 9, in the University dining hall.
According to Rudy Antoncic,
Mrs. Anderson was chosen to

Run-Offs Resolve
Election Poll Ties
Millon Plyer was elected
president of the senior Class
of 1965 in a run-off on April 30.
Rising seniors also elected
J John Newton vice-president and
' Ed Sheeley treasurer of their
class. Stephen Carter, John
Scherer, and Steve Wright won
,seats in the Student Senate as
''senior representatives.
In run-offs for sophomore officers and Senators, Frank
Copeland was elected vice_ president while Randy Mahafffey and Mac Harley were elected secretary and treasurer, respectively. Philip Rovner was
elected to fill the 10th Senate
pos>.ion from the rising sophomore class.

Tigers Attend
SUSGAMeet

Of Sex £r Heaven

Senate President Hamm
Hopeful For New Year

Honors Day Speaker Urges
Man To Live With Man

Mike Finch
Ranks Second
In Contest

Notes and Comments
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By JOHN COYLE
Associate Editor

Four Short Years
As Adam and Eve were leaving the
Garden of Eden, Adam is reported to
have said, "We are going through a period of transition." Certainly they were,
and we are still in it because the world
is in a constant state of transition. The
changes which have occurred here &t
Clemson and in South Carolina in the
four short years that the Editor of THE
TIGER has been at Clemson are enough
to stagger the imagination.
The increases in faculty salaries that
has allowed Clemson to build and hold
a top-flight faculty must be listed first.
The additions that can be cited in virtually every department point to a better and better Clemson University. Hand
in hand with a better faculty has gone
the improvement in the academic level
of the student body. Although entrance
requirements are still low (Mr. Bethea
notwithstanding), the general level is
rising.
Most apparent of the changes of the
last four years are the changes in the
physical facilities. The new classroom
building for physics, mathematics, and
English were badly needed. The planetarium and other physics equipment
along with the computer center will
attract more and better students and
faculty as will similar improvements in
other areas.
The growth of our graduate school
and the record of our graduates in other graduate schools is an all-important
transition (one is led to believe that this
year's graduates might set the best record ever in graduate schools). The new
catalog likewise points to the school's
progress in curriculum changes as almost all departments have broadened
their majors.
Clemson is in fact becoming more and
more a university. The superficial symbol of this move has already come in
the name change. The increased variety
of courses, the presence of girls in greater numbers, and the increasing interest
in ideas are all signs of this change.
Less than ten years ago Clemson was

a military school. Observers at that
time felt that the military nature of
Clemson would never die out. It is
true that outmoded traditions die hard
but now we have only a very ill "rat
system" to remind us of the days of
closed minds and iron discipline. Rapidly the university idea has been replacing the military tradition.
Although not nearly so important as
the transition from a small military college to a potentially great university,
the most significant change in the eyes
of the outside world was Clemson's
peaceful integration. The fact that
violence was avoided here is a tribute
to the Clemson administration, student
body and South Carolina in general. In
this case, all who know realize that they
owe a debt to President Edwards.
Even more than the outward fact,
the inward change is remarkable. The
student body sentiment in favor of segregation is far less extreme than it was
four years ago. In a random sample of
ten men on this writer's hall not one
would describe himself as a segregationist without qualification. In South
Carolina this is a remarkable change.
Finally and perhaps the crowning
glory of this glowing picture of meaningful progress is the increase in school
spirit at Clemson. This statement will
raise eyebrows for sure because the
usual complaint is that spirit is waning
as the military wanes (even spirit in this
sense is remarkable at Clemson in view
of the support given less than championship teams).
The spirit to which we refer is the
constructive building spirit that welcomes change, begs for improvement, insists on the best and takes part in Clemson's growth. It is the spirit shown by
alumni who contribute to the alumni
association and who wish to see the
' permanent endowment built up. We
have some such alumni and we are encouraged to believe that the ones Clemson is sending out now will have that
building spirit.

Personal Observations
This is the last issue of THE TIGER
for the present staff. Tonight at our
annual banquet, Bill Linn and his staff
will take over the reins and we will become former TIGER staffers. It is a
time both for celebration and a certain
sadness. An enterprise such as this can
become a big part of one's life.
I would like to thank the ten dependable men who as senior staffers bore the
load of producing a paper week after
week. Often the papers were not so
good as we hoped they would be, sometimes they were, but always this staff
tried and I thank them for it. For the
first time in several years, there is no
one who the outgoing editor feels has
let the paper down.
So far as I know, the new staff which
takes over tonight is the youngest one
that THE TIGER has ever had. The
new staff is made up of one senior, four
juniors and four sophomores. What
they may lack in experience they make
up in talent and I feel that they can
get the job done, and done well.
One wish that we must make for

them concerns their freedom to perform
the function of a STUDENT newspaper
on the Clemson campus. A college
campus, more than any other place on
earth should be a place that encourages
a free exchange of ideas, no matter how
unpopular they may be. Unfortunately
the truth of this observation is not recognized by all of those to whom THE
TIGER is responsible.
Ironically past editors have found
that the majority of the objections to
this freedom to express unpopular views
has come from alumni and friends rather than students and faculty. These
letters are considered very seriously.
(We always wonder how much, if any,
the writer contributes to the Alumni
Association.)
Enough of sour apples, there is much
to be happy about. As a final statement,
I wish to express my opinion that the
administration and faculty of Clemson
is without a doubt made up of the finest
group of men I have ever known. My
only comment on their guidance of
Clemson toward University status would
be, -"Full steam ahead."

This is this particular Associate Editor's last column, and I think that some loose ends should be tied
together.
Let's deliver kudos to Dan Gentry, the Circle K,
sand the American Institute of Chemical Engineers for
their efforts on behalf of Kathy Har- .
per. Some of our readers may have
wondered why we dwelled upon the
Harpers' problem in recent weeks.
First, Kathy was a little girl who
needed help and we were able to give
it to her.
Second, when man becomes as
distant from his fellow man as he
seems to be today, everyday tragedies provide the
opportunity for re-emphasizing man's basic interde- '
pendence.

Point of View

"I"ism Sweeps The World
By LOIS JOSEY
Tiger Columnist
The twentieth century has
fostered a new Philosophy
which, it seems, will last
longer, be more influential,
and more universally accepted than any other which has
appeared in our society up to
this time. This Philosophy
doesn't carry a name, and
naming it is made more difficult because its origins cannot be traced to any one person as can Christianity, Mohammedanism, and Confucianism. The most fitting
name which comes presently
to mind is "I"ism.
It is readily discernible as
to why this new religion is
not easily tagged. Since its
doctrines originate with each
individual (this Individuality
is one of its major premises,
the other is that no hint of
"goodness" ever be evident
in its practice) there are not
many which are common to
this philosophy wherever it
is embraced. However, there
are a few which can be pinned down. This "faith," too,
has its "Sermon On the
Mount," by which it can be
identified.
The doctrine which stands
out, and takes first place in
the line-up of identifying
characteristics, is that of
Selfishness. The results of
the practice of this doctrine
are widely evident, and have
been pointed out in a previous column. Rather than
belabor an obvious truth, let
us move on to an analysis of
the rtext doctrine of "I"ism.
It can be defined as Callousness and described by pointing out a few examples of
ways in which it makes itself evident. In his novel,
1984, George Orwell describes
a scene in which a man,
walking along the street after
one of the daily bombings,
sees a hand lying on the
sidewalk. He casually kicks
it into the gutter and proceeds on his way. In Cannery Row Steinbeck describes
an incident taking place, not
in a future "utopia," but in
the first half of the twentieth
century. One of his characters finds a body in the
water's edge. "There's a body
out on the reef. Right out
there — wedged between two
rocks. A girl." "Say— You
get a bounty for finding a
body. I forget how much."
Or consider this scene in
which the author is describing a week of misfortunes in
the town of Monterey. "Things
were bad all over. Doc had
to get a loan at the bank to
pay for the glass that was
broken at the party. Elmer
Rechati went to sleep on the

Ideas and Opinions

Good Life In The Old South: A Delusion?
By BILL MEGGS
phatically, "and it wasn't
The South of pre-Civil War
Editorial Columnist
slavery."
days was one of the most
The lady was somewhere
"You're probably right," horrible cultures that ever
between thirty-five and forty- someone said, "but what do existed.
The majority of
five years old. She was very you think it was fought for?" white people were Po' White
charming with powdered nose
"I'm proud of what my an- Trash, poverty-stricken dirt
and well-kept hair showing a cestors did," she answered. farmers who had no recourse
touch of silver. When she "It just wasn't right of those but to eke a living from a
began to talk about yankees yankees. If God Almighty small plot of ground with a
and the North, however, her had meant for things to be half-dead mule. Their misery
thin lips press- like those yankees wanted was supplemented by that of
ed
together them, he would've changed a bunch of misplaced Afritightly, and things. It's his place, but cans who knew that they
she became a not theirs, to interfere."
were the lowest form of life
cold and
The lady talked on and on on that earth. They laborheartless wo- and threatened to prove many ed all day every day for a
man. Her vi- things, although she never subsistent
existence, and
triolic tongue did. One would have expect- their motivation was providpro nounced ed such loyalty to the Con- ed with force.
A small percentage of these
words of hate federacy in 1870 or maybe
as she retold even 18,90, but to find some- Southerners sat around in the
one in the 1960's who is still shade and sipped mint juthe history of our nation.
"They had no right to come bitter about the tide of bat- leps, visited up-country or
down here and interfere," tle in the 1860's was quite a low-country relatives for gala
shock. The depth of her de- events, sailed on clipper ships
she said.
"Do you advocate slav- votion, as well as the passion all the way over to Paris,
of her devotion was inexplic- and, in general, Scarlet
ery?" someone asked her.
"I know what the war was able. Was life so sweet in O'Haried it to hell and back.
Life was so sweet, but it was
foufcht for," she replied em- the Old South? -

purchased with mass misery
and bonds of slavery.
The Athenians of old were
no better, but since they
veritably founded logic,
science, philosophy, drama,
poetry, art, music, mathematics, and the tall tale,
there can still be admiration.
Given that much leisure, the
Southerners were sterile men.
Where are their musicians?
Henry Timrod, the Poet Laureate of the Confederacy,
cannot hold his own with a
fifth rate poet of England.
What about artists and novelists? Name one major work.
What is this Southern culture and heritage that stirs
the hearts of our people? Was
the sweet little lady bitter
because she could not sip
mint juleps in the shade while
thousands toiled for their
subsistence and her substance; was it because she,
too, wanted toie given everything, but givvs nothing?

Southern Pacific track and
lost both legs." Steinbeck's
world is one in which the
value of a young girl is reduced to the price of the
bounty which her body will
bring, and the loss of a man's
legs are spoken of with the
same casual attitude as is
a broken window. These accounts are fictional, but
aren't they pretty indicative
of the kind of world in which
we live, a world where people
can stand by and watch a
woman be murdered without
making an attempt to do anything about it. And that incident didn't take place in
a fictional world; it happened this year, last month, in
a populated metropolis among
"civilized people." Needless
to say, all these people, fictional and real, are avid followers of the New Philosophy.
Most people are not willing
to admit that they embrace
this New Philosophy. They
wish to continue to be known
as Christians. This deception
is desirable because Christianity has been around longer, is socially beneficial, and
offers a convenient cloak for
hiding their true motives
from the world. They never
consider that by being unwilling to be identified with
the Philosophy which they
really live by, they are adding Hypocrisy to their sins.
Occasionally one can be
found who will admit that he
belongs to the 'T'ism cult. At
least it can be said that he
is an honest man.
The list ends with a consideration of the doctrine «if
Hate. It doesn't matter what
the object of the hate h;
people as individuals, whole
races of people, religions,
and almost anything else
which is handy. The only
qualification which the hateobject must have is that it

is different from that which
the "I"ist has been used to.
The . activities which this
doctrine promotes takes the
form of discrimination in
public places and the excluding of whole groups of
people from areas of opportunity, or it becomes more
personal and finds voice in
malicious gossip or a betrayal
of the confidence of someone
who has a right to depend on
another. (One's best "friends"
are most vulnerable.)
To make the New Philosophy more recognizable and
in order that its many devotees may claim their right
to be known by its creed,
let's summarize its doctrines
into Beatitudes: Le,t us say
that:
Blessed are the Selfish for
they will be assured of Success and a Place At the Top.,
Blessed are the Callous for
they will never have to apologize iot showing Emotion or
being Sentimental.
Blessed are the Hypocritical for they will insure that
Christianity remain an ineffective religion, recognized
only by name.
Blessed are those who Hate
for they will keep everyone
"in his place" and never
have to worry about being
Needed.
Now the New Philosophy
has everything to disguise it
so well that no one could
guess that its followers
weren't real Believers. It
has a "god," the all-sufficient
EGO. It has a practical
"creed" which will work for
everyone, great and small.
It has a huge band of followers, known as "they" (that
very neatly omits you and
me. And this Philosophy will
endure until the end of time—
which may be any day now.

Third, a popular argument of the states righters
and conservatives in general is that man will help
those in need on the local level, that when tragedy
befalls his neighbor, man will pull him up by the
bootstraps. But often those who can lend the most
assistance are reluctant to do so unless it is advantageous to them tax-wise or publicity-wise. As a
consequence, the federal government takes the burden '
on itself.
Actually, Jimmy Daniels is the one chiefly responsible for any assistance coming to Kathy and deserves much of the credit. Thanks again to Dan Gen- ;
try, the Circle K, and trfe AIChE and any other contributors.
*****

Fish 'n Quips

The Fish Awards
By HOWARD FISHBEIN
Tiger Columnist
Dean Coakley—The Adolphe
Menjou Award; all he needs
is a pair of spats . . . John
Coyle—The Senior Day Award,
for being first senior to pass
out on Senior Day . . . Deputy
Dog—Clemson's Answer to the
Dallas Police Force Award
. . . Joe Deatcher — The
Baptist of the
Year Award;
enough said
... Pete Davenport — The
Ringo Starr
Award, or
should it be
the John, the
George, or the Paul award.
Does it matter? . . . Bill
Stover — The Best Driver
Award, for only knocking
down one sign on Senior
Day . . . Tonsee Smith —
The Joe Garagiola Award;
he better learn to announce,
because he isn't going to
catch at Clemson . . . Claude
Sacramore—The Mennen Deodorant Award, for the armpit he has growing on his
chin- . . . Barry Koretz—The
Mr. Clean Award, for being
so handy . . . Mike Kelly—
his wife gets the award; she
has to for being married to
such an Irish lush . . . Tony
Gaeta—The Class Award: for
picking his nose with either
hand . . . Charlie Meadowcroft — The Clean Living
Award, for keeping in such
good shape during the offseason . . . Franco & Faccidomo — Da Jersey City
Award, jut fa dis n dat . . .
Bob Lavker — The Ralston
Purina Award, for using up
more grain than any ten farm

^KT

animals . . . Bob Swift—The ■
Silvery Moon Award, for proving it's not silver . . . Fernando Holguin—The Gourmet
Award, for his good taste in
girls . . . Christine Keeler—
The Cabinet-Maker of the
Year Award . . . Super Slueth
—The Charles Atlas Award,
for looking like the before
model, the one that gets sand
kicked in his face by any
average-size student . . .
Frank Gentry — The Second
Lieutenant Award, for taking
such good orders from his
superior administrators . . .
Steve Rifkin — The Attendence Award, for missing
more classes than he has
been to . . . Pete Menotti—
The Italian Diplomatic Award:
for very def Finn ite reasons
. . . Sam Cohn—The Gentleman's Quarterly Award, for
being the best-dressed Jew
around . . . Frank Howard—
The Toilet Bowl Award; it's
the only bowl he's been to in
a long time . . . Jim Rufner
—The Schlitz Beer Award, for
being the only person to break
his hand opening a snap top
beer can . . . Frank Roskovich—The Pink Panty Award,
for stopping the first panty
raid of the season . . . Dean
Cox—The Liberal of the Year
Award, for allowing the Tiger to be printed . . . Hugh
Hefner — The Good Guy
Award, for being the most
widely read philosopher on
the Clemson campus . . .
Ted Katana — The Humanitarian Award, for joining the
Peace Corps and leaving
Clemson, just a little worse
for wear . . . Howard Fishbein—Most Likely Candidate
for Martyr of the Year Award,
for being the second Jewish
martyr since Jesus.
<

When the "Red Eye In The Sky" was removed
from the airwaves the student station, WSBF, was
accused of being the villain in the background who
effected "The Red Eye's" removal. This was not the
case, and WSBF should be absolved of any blame for
ihe demise of this popular but temporary campus enterprise.
Also, congratulations to WSBF for the excellent,
job they have done all year.
*****
Some people have commented on what they call
"the Tiger's tendency to be a literary digest" this year.
We apologize for being too literary for some of the
students. Perhaps the mental exercise was too much
of a strain for their cranial muscles. We suggest they '
try MAD maga2ane and DONALD DUCK on for size
and hope that there will be more of the same from
next year's "literary digest."
*****
The student production of Rhett Rowley's play,,
IDLE GOD TRILOGY, was well done. This play
augurs well for the future and perhaps will be the
first of many other student efforts in the area of letters.
We wondered, however, if- many of the college
faculty and staff really give a damn whether the students make such efforts. If our teachers and administrators do care, perhaps Clemson students will see
a much more extensive lecture and concert series next
year. And by all means let us have the National Players return, and let them return twice, not once. We
hope this will not fall on deaf ears.
*****
But before this column ends, let me thank those
professors and administrators who look on Clemson
University as more than a glass, metal, and concrete
monument to themselves or as only a place to make
a living. Thank you for the time and consideration.
Thank you for your friendship and concern. Thank ,
you for your interest.
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Rising Seniors Plan
For Graduate Study
Now is the time for rising
seniors with good academic
records to begin considering
graduate study, Dean Macauley
of the Graduate School has announced. Plans should be made
to submit applications early
next fall.
"There are a number of fellowship programs for the support of students, particularly
for those majoring in the sciences," Macauley said. Macauley went on to say that the
deadline for filing applications
for fellowships is early in the
fall semester, generally around
the first of November.
Students who want to go to
graduate schol should consult
their professors, and study the
graduate bulletins available in
the Graduate School Office. After they have narrowed their
choice, they should write to
the schools they think they
might be interested in attending.
There, are three general
forms of financial aid available
to students who wish to undertake graduate study.'
-Fellowships
I. Fellowships are outright
grants given to the student to
assist him in his studies. Some
of the larger programs are described below:
(1) National Science Graduate Fellowships and National
Science Cooperative Graduate
Fellowships. These are one
year fellowships, for outstanding
students majoring in the physical, biological, and some social
sciences, mathemaMcs, and enginering. These have the highest academic requirements,
usually being confined to students in the top five percent of.
the class. The annual stipend
for this Fellowship program is

History Is Made
At Spelling Bee
Clemson College hosted the
eighteenth annual South Carolina Spelling Bee on Saturday,
May 2. For the first time in
the history of the event, two
winners were selected from the
forty-two county champions.
Co-winners in the state spelling
bee were Mary Alderman from
Clarendon County and Kay
Brown from Anderson.
The co-championship was declared when it was found both
girls had spelled the word
"cumulus" correctly.
Kay's
spelling "cumulous" had been
declared incorrect. If the National Spelling Bee officials approve the decision, both' of the
girls will represent South Carolina in the finals in Washington next month.
Third place went to Alice
Parker of Oconee County,
daughter of State Senator Marshall Parker and Mrs. Parker
of Seneca.

$2400 plus tuition and $500 per
dependent. Application forms
are usually made available in
late May and must be submitted by the first of November.
(2) National Defense Education Act pre-doctoral fellowships
are awarded for three years in
all fields of study with preference given to those students interested in teaching. The government awards these to colleges which, in turn, choose recipients. The annual stipend is
$2000 to $2400 plus $400 per dependent plus tuition. Fellowships are announced about December 1 and are awarded by
mid-April.
(3) National Aeronautics and
Space Administration pre-doctoral fellowships are given for
up to three years of study in
areas connected with the space
effort. Stipends range between
$2400 and $3400 per year and
include tuition. These awards
are made to colleges in December which in turn must choose
recipients by about mid-March.
(4) National Science Traineesships are awarded for study in
the engineering of applied sciences. These awards are to be
made in January to universities which in turn may grant
them to individual students.
The annual stipend will be
from $2,400 to $2,800 plus $500
per dependent and tuition.
(5) Woodrow Wilson Fellowships are given to students who
are interested in teaching as a
profession. Most are awarded
in the humanities and social
sciences. Students must be nominated by a faculty member
by October 31.
A listing of these and many
other fellowships can be found
in Fellowships in the Arts and
Sciences published annually by
the American Association of
Colleges .and distributed by the
American Council on Education, 1785 Mass. Ave. N. W.;
Washington 6, D. C. (3.75). A
copy is available in the Graduate School office and in the reference room of the Library
Students should also refer to
the Graduate School Bulletin
of the college of their choice.
The Bulletin will contain a
list of fellowships to be awarded by the college.
Assistantships
II, Assistantships are given
to students who teach elementary courses or conduct laboratories or who assist a professor in his research. Assistantships usually call for half-time
work but may call for more or
less. Pay and the number of
hours of course work the student may schedule will depend
on the number of hours of work
required by the assistantship.
Tuition charges are usually
reduced or waived. A half-time
assistant may earn from $1800
to $2400 or more if he is in
his second or third year of
graduate work.
if he holds a research assistantship, his work on the project often serves as the basis
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for his thesis or dissertation.
There is the likelihood that his
award will not be subject to
federal income taxation.
Loans
in. Loans are available
through most colleges from private sources or through the National Defense Education Act
Student Loan Program. Interest rates are usually relatively low and repayment is often
not required until the student
has earned his degree or left
school. These programs are
customarily administered by
the individual colleges which
should be contacted for further
information.

Poll Backs
National

Statistics
Four Clemson students recently conducted a poll of ten in
the 9th ' and 10th dormitories.
The questions ranged from the
Civil Rights Bill to sexual intercourse.
The students Larry Reeves,
Jimmy Howard, Dan Hunt, and
Rainey Moody said they became interested in taking a poll
because they wanted to see
whether Clemson would meet
the statistics printed ' in Life,
Saturday Evening Post, and
some of the other magizines."
The boys said they felt that
from the poll that Clemson appeared to compare pretty closely with the national statistics.
Of 141 students polled 3 refused to answer the questions.
On a questions of political nature only 10 per cent of the students responding to the poll
favor the present Civil Rights
Bill, but 85 per cent favor prayer in public schools.
Ninety - three per cent said
they were church members
while only 45 per cent of the
students think that Christ is
God. Of the 138 students poled
58 accept the Bible as completely true. Fifty-four per cent
accept Darwin's theory of evolution.
Fifty-six per cent say they
drink, but only 31 per cent
smoke. 31 per cent of the students have a steady girl friend,
and half say they have had
sexual intercourse.
Larry Reeves said he felt the
poll "was pretty representative
of the seniors and freshmen"
since the 9th and 10th dormitories house mostly seniors and
freshmen. The combined opinion
of the four pollers was that the
poll was representative of all
Clemson students.
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For people who can't stand
the sight of a Volkswagen.
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HONORS DAY SPEAKER URGES
(Continued From Page 1)
psychologist on the international
level.
Rival Sciences
"It seems most probable that
the behavioral sciences will in
the next quarter century rival
sciences and the humanities'in
influencing the conduct of man.
And if man's behavior becomes
the focus of human concern, it
understand the Easterner as
seems not at all improbably
that a new human nature will
begin to develop a society in
which the will to understand
is the dominant new component—to understand its own inner nature and its place in the
cosmos.
"When the enormity of nuclear
power was realized, we seemed to have achieved or be in the
process of achieving sensible
controls. When the impact of the
behavioral sciences has been
realized, it seems most probable
that new rules of human interaction will be written."
Academic Awards
Top college - wide academic
award winners were named as
follows: The American Association of University Women
Award, for the girl graduating
with the highest cumulative
grade-point ratio, Anita Thurston Sullivan, former Clemson
resident now of Invercargill,
New Zealand; the Phi Kappa
Phi Award to the junior having the highest scholastic record, and the Phi Eta Sigman
Award to the senior having the
highest scholastic record, William J. Meggs, Florence.
Winners of the top academic
awards in each school were:
Joseph W. Barnett, Clover, the
Alpha Zeta award (agriculture);
National
American Institute

of Architects award (architecture); William F. Hamilton,
Clemson, the Sigima Tau Epsilott
award (arts and sciences); John
C. Shelley,- West Acton, Mass.,
the Tau Beta Pi award (engineering); and Douglas D. Richardson, Lexington, the Faculty'
award (industrial management
and textile science).
Service Awards
Algernon Sydney Sullivan medallions for generous and outstanding service to Clemson
were awarded to student Norman F. Pulliam of Augusta,
Ga., president of The Student
Senate, and Dr. Frank J. Jervey of Clemson, assistant to
the President of the College.
Cited also were holders of R.
F. Poole Scholarships, sponsored by the Clemson Alumni Association. Ranking high among
Clemson's top scholars, they
are:
Frank A. Axson, Seneca; Elmer E. Burch. Spartanburg;
Elias P. Earle, Greensbor, N.C.;
William F. Hamilton, Clemson;
Eugene G. Huff, Whitmire; Stephen C. King, Williamston; Walter K. Lewis, Hartsville; William C. Maddox, Honea Path;
Michael J. Maxwell, Greenville.
Also James T. McConnell, Miami, Fla.; James E. Rickenbacker, Cameron; Frederick E.
Riewe, Gainesville, Fla.; John
H. Scherer, Beaufort; Richard
H. Smoak, Rock Hill; and
Daniel C. Stanzione, Hartsville.
The Trustees Medal, awarded
anually to the best speaker in
the student body, was won by
James R. Daniel of Moncks Corner.
Military Awards
Army Cadet Major David R.
Floyd of Lake City won the Augustus G. ShankUn award for

high scholastic rating, characti
er and leadership qualities in
competition among ' all cadets
of the Army and Air Force
ROTC programs at Clemson.
First to receive the newly instituted Air Force ROTC annual award,' the Major Rudolph
Anderson trophy, given in memory of Greenville's Cuban crisis war hero and 1948 Clemson
alumnus, was Cadet Lt. Col.
William M. Caswell of Atlanta,
Ga., judged as having made the
most outstanding contribution to
the promotion of the traditions,
ideals and aspirations of the
AFROTC at Clemson.
Achievements of other leading
students in the Clemson ROTC
program were recognized in a
joint Army and Air Force ROTC
review and awards ceremony.
Clemson President Robert C.
Edwards and Mrs. Edwards
held a reception for all students
honored for scholastic achievement, their parents and wives
at their home following the
military ceremonies.

Some people just can't see a VW.
Even though they admire the car's attributes*
they picture themselves in something fancier.
We sell such a package.
It's called a Karmann Ghia.
The Karmann Ghia is what happened to a
Volkswagen when an Italian designer got hold of it.
He didn't design it for mass production, so they
wouldn't think of giving it the mass production
treatment.
. They take the time to hand-weld, hand-shape,
and hand-smooth the body.
Finally, after 185 men have had a hand in it, the
Ghia's body is lowered onto one of those strictly
functional chassis.
The kind that fomes with VW's big 15-inch
wheels, torsion bars, a four-speed synchromesh
transmission and that rather famous air-cooled
engine.
So that along with its Roman nose and graceful
curves, the Ghia has a beauty that is more than
skin deep.

Frank Myers Motors, Inc.
3302 N. Main Street
ANDERSON, S. C.
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Campus News Capsules
Forensic Society
The Calhoun Forensic Society held elections on Monday,
April 27. Those elected were: President, Michael Hopkins;
Vice-President, Tom Butler; Novice Director, John Anderson;
and Secretary-Treasurer, Tom Ramsay. The Faculty Advisor
of the group is Mr. A. J. Fear.

Bible Class
"City of Bees" is the title of a film to be presented at the
meeting of the Bible Class at 8:15 pm, Wednesday, May 13 in
the Club Room of the Clemson YMCA. The meeting is open
to all, and admission is free.

SAM Holds Flick
SAM wrill meet Tuesday, May 11. ai 7:30 pm in Sirrine Hall.
"A Letter From Clemson," a new movie about Clemson, will
be shown. All members are urged to be present and bring a
friend. Each member is requested to submit a list of at least
five prospective members for the next school year.

ASAE Elects Officers
The American Society of Agricultural Engineers elected
new officers on May 5. Those elected were: President, Eugene
Rochester; Vice-president, Charlie Abies; Secretary, Harold Allen; Treasurer, Jim Wiggins; Reporter, E. E. Sanchez; and Faculty Adviser, E. B. Rogers, Jr.

BSU Banquet
The Baptist Student Union will hold its annual Spring
Banquet on Wednesday, May 13 at 6:00 pm. The theme will be
Taiwan, and Tommy Rowe, from the Confederate Avenue
in Atlanta, will be the guest speaker. Tickets are 75c and can
be purchased from any member of the BSU Council.
On May 11-15 the BSU will conduct special services in the
Student Chapel.

■•■

'MAN MUST SACRIFICE BEFORE HE CAN BE AN ARTIST"

says budding painter as he gives away his REMINGTON
LOOK AT WHAT HE GAVE UP:

Immunization Film
Clemson students are the "stars" as the film on Clemson's
immunization program will be presented for the student body
to view on Monday, May 11, in Room 1 of the Chemistry building at 7:30 pm. The film is in color and will last approximately
20 minutes.
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Summer ROTC
Army ROTC courses, advanced and basic, will be offered
in the Summer Session for the first time this year. The 01
courses will be given in the first session and the 02 courses during the second session. "This will allow students who have
previously been unable to join the advanced program because
of a heavy class load to do so," reports Maj. Reinken, Adjutant.

E. H. Seim To Speak
At 2:00 pm, Thursday, May 14, Mr. Edwin H. Seim, VicePresident of Manufacturing of the Westinghouse Electric Cor
poration, will speak to all interested students, members of the
faculty, and staff members in the Auditorium of the Chemistry
Building.
Mr. Seim, a member of this year's Board of Visitors to
Clemson, will speak on the subject: "Management in Today's
Business World." His speech is a part of the Industrial Man
agement Seminar Series presented by the Industrial Manage
ment Department of the School of Industrial Management and
•Textile Science.

Thurmond Bows Out
Senator Strom Thurmond was unable to speak as planned
at Clemson University Wednesday because of voting on the
Civil Rights Bill.
Norman Pulliam, past president of the Student Senate, received the following telegram Monday afternoon: "Deeply
regret that Senate responsibilities here in connection with
Civil Rights Bill and probable votes will prevent my coming
to Clemson this week. Look forward to coming on some other
occasion."

II
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Let's say (or a minute, this is you.
Once you wear the gold bars of a second years have been preparing you for. You've
lieutenant in the United States Air, Force, got ability and a good education. Now's the
time to put them to work!
what's in store for you?
Well, you may fly an aircraft entrusted with a You'll have every opportunity to prove your
vital defense mission. Or you may lead a talents in the Air Force. By doing so, you can
research team tackling problems on the fron- put yourself and your^country ahead.
tier of knowledge. You'll be helping to run an If you're not already enrolled in ROTC,
organization that's essential to the safety of you can earniyouncommission at Air
the free world.
Force Officer Training School—a threeSounds like you'll be called on to shoulder a month course that's open to both men]
and women college graduates. To apply,
good deal of responsibility, doesn't it?
But when you come right down UO Kin Cnn/ta vou must be within 210 day$
.0* Ml" rUrbC of graduation.,.
to Itnthat's what your.-college
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Convenience: 756 slots in the big shaving head'
gather whiskers. Feed them to the cutters faster. Make short work of shaving.

m

Freedom: The cordless feature. Those built-in,
rechargeable energy cells that let you shave
anywhere without a plug. Forget to recharge?
There is a cord. Just plug it in and shave on
the spot.
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Efficiency: 348 cutting edges of hard, durable
high-carbon steel. Specially honed on an angle,
they slice whiskers off without ploughing up skin.

Comfort: The REMINGTON Roller Combs. 4 of
them. Right on top of the shaving head. They
push skin down, pop whiskers up into cutters,
so they're stroked off gently. With a cord, without a cord, there just isn't a faster, more comfortable way to shave.
The thought of giving up the LEKTRONIC It is
enough to make a man want to become a
teacher.

The REMINGTON LEKTRONIC II may cost a little more than most electric shavers.That's because it's worth moraj
IEKTRONIC: Tudemjrk. Spertj RandCorporation. FEM INGTON ELECTRIC SHAVER, BRIDGEPORT. CONN>y'
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Summer Clothes
Shirts
Slacks
Shorts
Sox

JUDGE KELLER
HARRIS
SPORTING
GOODS
"The Sportsman's
Center"
Clemson Highway
SENECA
A
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ACC Meets-Tennis, Golf, TrackToday; Tigs Are Favorites In Two
By ERNEST STALLWORTH
state record. The event was
Tiger Sportswriter
won at 46-4% last year, but
The 1964 edition of the Clem- David Wheeler of Duke, the
son University track team jour winner, has graduated. The
neys to College Park, Maryland, prospects are good for the
today and tomorrow hoping to Tigers in these events.
return with the Atlantic Coast
Conference championship. The In the discus Dick Dobbs is
Tiger trackmen, having one of consistently around 155 ft. and
their most successful seasons, has tossed 161. The record is
are probably the finest team 160-5V4, and the event was
that Pee Wee Greenfield, track won last year with 156-6.
The Tigers 440 relay team has
coach, has fielded.
won
the last two years and
The 1964 South Carolina State
Champions will return with have the favorites role this year.
mostly the same material that The Tigs depth must be a
finished fourth last season. factor in this year's meet.
Maryland won going away, However, when anyone speaks
garnering lOOM* pts with Clem- of depth, the name Maryland
son registering 37 pts. Clem- immediately pops up. The
son won four events and will re- Terps are truly amazing. This
turn those winners. Depth has year they have four boys who
been a big factor in the Ti- throw the shot over 50 feet.
ger success story this season, They have a history of winand it should help them this ning the distance events. Tom
Kreuqer returns in the two
time around.
For the last two years the mile run. Maryland will alTigers' Jimmy Wynn ha< won so be favored in the 440, 880,
the 100 yard dash with identical mile and mile relay. Chris
times of 9.7 seconds. Wynn won Stauffer will be back running
the 220 last year with time of the 330 intermediate hurdles.
21.0 The Tigers count heavily on The Tigers hope that Maryland
Wynn and the depth produced in will not dominate these events
these two events.
as they did last year.
Cater Leland holds the ACC
Mike Curtis of Duke, a well, j
record for the broad jump, set known football player, defends
last year at 24-5. Cater his crown in the javelin. Duke
jumped 45 feet in the triple finished second last year, but
jump last weekend to set a they were hit hard by gradua-

tion and are not given such
chances of competing with the
Tigers and Terps.
North Carolina, who was defeated earlier this season by the
Tigers, is a close favorite for
third place. Duke, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia
will determine how well the Ti-

gers do. If they can discount
the numerous seconds and
thirds that the Terps are known
for, they have a good chance.
However well the Tigers do
in the ACC meet will not detract
from the glowing record already
put on the books. With desire
and a stable of fast runners

Block C Elects
The election of officers was
held this week for the Clemson
Block C Club. The following
boys were elected to offices for
next year: Jim Brennan—President; Bill Hecht—Vice President; Ted Petoskey—Secretary;
Tommy Chapman — Treasurer.
These officers, who make up
the executive committee, will
make an effort to work more
closely with the student body
to increase the prestige of

Clemson Athletics. The Club
will work to make a success of
their various community-wide
projects carried on each year.
President Jim Brennan stated
that "I feel that the leadership
of our club will not be lacking
for ability next year. The committee possesses outstanding
qualifications and is willing to
work 'for the betterment of the
organization and Clemson University.

Tigs SC King
Top Hen U.

By ERNIE STALLWLORTH second in the broad jump, and
Tiger Sports Writer
third in the high jump earned
The Clemson Tigers sloshed bim a share of the highest inthrough the rain and mud at dividual point total with CaroColumbia last weekend to the lina's David Gatch. Both colstate championship in the 37th lected ten points.
Last year's champion in
annual South Carolina Intercollegiate Track and field meet. the 100 and 200, Jimmy
The Tigers, for the second Wynn, had to watch his two
straight weefa had to battle the teammates cop the honors
elements to bring Coach Pee last weekend. Wynn finished
Wee Greenfield his first state fourth and third respectivecrown.
ly, while Carl Poole came
Clemson amassed 70 points up with a fine 9.8 performto finish 16 points ahead of ance in the 100, and Hayes
South Carolina. The Tigers Cone had a 21.9 in the 200.
were rated as favorites with Dennis Carusoe had a fine
USC established as a co-favo- throw of 206-6>/2 in the javelin
rite. The victory ended a three- to win over USC's J. R. Wilyear domination by the Fur-, burn with Rodney James of the
man Paladins who had to set- Tigers finishing third. In the
tle for third with the' Citadel shot Walt Christensen of USC
finishing fourth.
defeated Nelson McLoughlin
Out of 17 events,' Clemson and Ed Sutter with a toss of
and South Carolina e^tch won 50-9V2. Dick Dobbs continued
six and tied in another', but the his mastery of trjj^ discus with
Tigers overall depth ended a toss of 156-4. McLoughlin
the Gamecock dream^ofa vic- .garnered a third place in this
tory. Clemson came,^pSy"v?jth event.
seven second places/"andieveh
third places to only??(KfwjBfiJ§s Clemson's fine 440 relay
team, composed of Carl Poole,
four respectively fbrjSfiSBi
Shaw, Jimmy Wynn, and
Due to the inclemehf*%eaflft Doug
er, all of the timeS |bd?; dis- Hayes Cone, won again with a
tances were a little off the time of 42.2.
E. J. Drown gave one of the
usual performance times. Only
one record was set, that one best efforts of the day in the
Friday in the qualifying by Ca- mile besting Alan Rose who
ter Leland in the triple jump had beaten him by 100 yards
with a lead of 45 feet. His dis- previously and finishing second to Furman's Curt HolliMike Dawes, the no. 1 golfer on the Clemson team, will be tance was shortened Saturday,
paired with the top competition the conference has to offer but still won the event. Ice- field.
(Continued on Page 6)
in the tournament today.
land's first in the triple jump,

Mike Dawes

mixed with hard work, the
Tigers have posted the best
record since Pee Wee Greenfield took over four years ago.

A.C.C. Meet
To Tigers??
By BILLY LINN
TIGER SPORTS WRITER
The ACC tennis tournament
began yesterday and is rated
a toss-up between Clemson,
UNC, and Maryland. UNC has
been tennis champion since
1957 but is a bit weaker this
year. They suffered their first
loss to a ACC foe this year
since 1957, when Maryland
upset them 5-4.
The tournament this year is
being in Durham on the Duke
University courts. Clemson was
in line to get the tournament
here this year, but lack of courts
eliminated the possibility.
Maybe in a few years enough
courts will be built. Lack of
tennis courst phased the team
little, however, as they wound
up the season earlier with a
match against Maryland. The
match was a make-up of a rainout scheduled earlier this year
and was played in Raleigh at
N. C. State. This match, scheduled after presstime, could give
the Tigers a share of the ACC
crown with UNC and Maryland.
A Maryland victory would hand
them sole possession of the ACC
title. A share of the championhip would be a first for a Clemson tennis team.
Last week, Clemson played
three matches, winning two and
losing one. On Tuesday the Tigers traveled to Furman and
blanked the Paladins 9-0. It was
the fifth time this year that the
Tigs blanked their opponents.
Then, on Friday and Saturday,
the Tigers journeyed into North
Carolina for two matches. Their
first stop was in Durham where
they engaged the Duke Blue
Devils, Clemson upped their
ACC record to 5-0 with a 7-2
win, losing one single match
and one double match. Tom
Long lost the singles match,
and he and James Ledbetter
dropped the number two doubles match.
Saturday the Tiger netters invaded Chapel Hill to battle the
UNC Tarheels. The Tars sent
Clemson reeling to their first
ACC loss 8-1. James Ledbetter
was the only Tiger able to win
a match.
The ACC tournament will be
(Continued on Page 6)

L. C. MARTIN Harper's 5c&10c Store

DRUG COMPANY!
Your f/fesaflj

Store

COLLEGE AVENUE

Don't forget Mother's Day
We have Mother's Day cards and candy

CONTACT US ABOUT ANY
RINGS ORDERED TO SAVE
YOUR FIVE DOLLAR DEPOSIT

We have delicious
Pangburn's candies

Harper's Sells It For Less

THE ENGAGEMENT RING WITH
THE PERFECT CENTER DIAMOND

By BILLY WALKER
Tiger Sports Editor
Conference Meets
The ACC sports season breathes its last this weekend. Except for a sprinkling of baseball games next
week, spring sports in the ACC have run their course.
At presstime, North Carolina looked like the winner in
the baseball race. The Tar Heels have made an enviable record in climbing to the top of the conference.
As for track, tennis, and golf records, victories during the season mean little as the conference meets decide the overall champ. The track team looks to unseat
Maryland from a throne the Terps have held for the
past seven seasons. The tennis team has a chance at
the tournament championship after coming on strong
during the regular season. Maryland looks as strong
as anyone and also has a good chance to take crown
from defending champ, North Carolina.
ACC recruiters will be screening prospective athletes even more closely next year. A new rule, recentlypassed at a meeting of the ACC, has raised the entrance
requirement to a minimum of 800 on the college board
scores. A sidelight of the meeting was the election of
R. R. Ritchie of Clemson as the president of the conference.
Wake Forest coach Bill Tate has signed a second
Negro to a grant-in-aid scholarship at Wake. The footballer is Butch Smith, a 178 pound quarterback from
Sterling High School in nearby Greenville.
Dooley, Dodd; "Dogs" And Jackets
The Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets, whom the Tigers face on October 3 next season, will have their usual
fine backfield. The Jackets will probably be led by a
swift junior halfback named Terry Haddock from Florence, Alabama. Haddock, who runs the 100 in 9.6, was
voted the best back in Tech's just completed spring
grid drills. Tech center Bill Curry was named the outstanding player in the drills. Curry, a quick 225 pounder, has already been drafted by the Green Bay Packers.
Another Jacket back expected to see plenty of action is
rising sophomore Haven Kicklighter. Kicklighter, a
halfback, was outstanding as a breakaway runner and
is expected to figure heavily in coach Bobby Dodd's offensive plans next year.
Over at the University of Georgia, head coach
Vince Dooley thinks fullback Frank Lankewicz,
who was injured through the greater part of last
season, has been a regular bull in his few short appearances in spring scrimmages.
Petticoat Prowess
The winner lost. That's the case of the NBA western Division champions, San Francisco, who lost money
at the gate for the second straight year. The New York
Mets have no attendance worries. The attendance—
three times the Yanks—hasn't helped their won-lost
mark. Old Casey's boys have set a new Met record for
losses in April, picking up 13 losses and only 3 victories.
However, things are looking better; the season is closer
to ending than it was a month ago . . . And the winner
in the 100 yard dash is Willingham with a time of 12.95
seconds. Slow for the 100? No, the runner is Miss Willingham, and the meet was the unofficial state girls'
meet, which was won by Anderson College this year.
AC barely nudged out Winthrop 84Y2 to 73%. Records
were broken with reckless abandon at the meet; Miss
Yeargin of AC put the shot 31 feet 9 inches to slash a
mark, and another miss, Miss Davis of Winthrop, tossed
the discus 88 feet 10 inches.
Floyd The Fearless?
Floyd Patterson has become the "if" champion of
the world. According to the ex-champ with the Corning Ware chin, if he beats Eddie Machen in his next
fight, and if he beats Cassius Clay, and if he lasts more
than one round with Sonny Liston, he then is going to
retire. If he last more than a round with Liston, Sonny
should retire instead . . . An American, Mrs. Howell
Jackson of Middleburg, Va., has won the biggest purse
in British racing history. Mrs. Jackson collected $114,845 for choosing Baldric II in the 2000 Guinea Stakes at
Newmarket.
And lastly and maybe leastly, the World Series will
be held at Orangeburg, South Carolina, in 1966. The
World Series spoken of is the American Legion World4
Series scheduled for August 30-September 5, 1966. Mark j
that down right away.

Cater Leland
True artistry is expressed in the brilliant
fashion styling of every Keepsake diamond
engagement ring. Each setting is a masterpiece of design, reflecting the full brilliance
and beauty of the center diamond ... a
perfect gem of flawless clarity, fine color
and meticulous modern cut.
The name, Keepsake, in the ring and on
the tag is your assurance of fine quality
and lasting satisfaction. Your very personal Keepsake diamond ring is awaiting
your selection at your Keepsake Jeweler's
store. Find him in the yellow pages. Prices
from $100 to $2500. Rings enlarged to show
beauty of detail ®Trade-mark registered.

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WE00IN6
Pieose send two new booklets, "How to Ptcn Your Engagement and Wedding" and "Choosing Your Diamond Rings,"
both for only 25c. Also send specie! offer of beauttfui 44'
page Bride's Book.

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS. SYRACUSE. NEW YORKj
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Cater Leland, the state triple jump champ, will be doing Ma
best to win this event in the conference meet.
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TARHEELS LEAD ACC WITH 8-0 SLATE

better,^

N. C. State,f North Carolina Here f
Tigs Can Even Conference Mark
By HOWARD FISHBEINE
Tiger Sportswriter
The Tiger baseballers take on
the Wolfpack of N. C. State today and the University of North
Carolina Tarheels tomorrow.
The Tigers have a 4-6 conference record and a 10-10 overal
record with only five games
remaining on the schedule.
Clemson is holding down the
sixth, position in the A.C.C. as
of Tuesday and N. C. State is
right behind the Tigers in the
seventh slot, North Carolina,
with an unblemished 8-0 conference record is the number one
team, and they are almost a
shoo-in to be playing as the Atlantic Coast Conference representitive to the N.C.A.A. region's played later this month.
Facing the Wolfpack today
■will be lefty Tommy Chapman.
Tommy has a 4-3 won lost record and leads the A.C.C. in
strike outs with 67 in 62 innings. He has been the most active pitcher on the Tiger staff
starting 9 games and finishing
5 of them. Tomorrow Greg Casey, a righthander from Miami

ACC Hit
Parade
Ptayer
School
Pitt Maryland
Budd, Wake Forest
Bichy, Maryland
Wilcox, Virginia
AYERS, CLEMSON
Greiner, South Car
Scripture, Wake For
Prindle, North Car
NIXON. CLEMSON
Pincavage, Virginia

..

..

AB R
37 5
90 22
46 8
53 9
.. 54 8
92 21
89 28
85 19
67 21
.. 55 10

H Pet.
50.540
35 .389
16 .348
18 .339
19 .339
31 .337
30 .333
28 329
22 .328
18 .327

will pitch against the Tarheels.
Casey has a 4-2 won loss record, the best percentage on the
team.
Leading the hitters with a .339
batting average is senior catcher Stan Ayers. In the slugging
department first baseman Buddy Nixon is the leading stickman for the Tigers. Nixon is
the team leader with 21 runs
scored, 7 doubles, and a .627
slugging percentage. Ben Marsella, the hardest hitting lead
off man the Tigers have had in
years is the number one man
in runs batted in with 27, hits
with 29, triples with three, and
is hitting the ball at a .319 clip.
He is tied for the lead in home
runs with George Sutton with 5.
Lawton Cowart is the only other
Tiger player who is hitting over
.300.. He is hitting .313 while
playing third base and the outfield for Coach Wilhelm.
Over the past week the Tigers were scheduled for two
games, but the weather man
predicted sun for Saturday,
and the Duke game was called off on account of rain. In
the remaining game Clemson
was shut out for the first
time this season by Wake Forest's Frank Christie. The Tigers only managed only two
hits in going down 3-0 to the
Deacons.
After this weekend only three
games remain on the Tiger
schedule. South Carolina comes
to visit the best university in the
state on Tuesday, and the last
two games are against Furman
in Grenville, and against Georgia Tech in Atlanta.

Ma I by Evans

Freshmen Build Up
12-1 Mark For Lyon
With a 12-1 record the Clemson Freshmen baseball has one
of the finest records for any
freshman team.
Freshman
Coach Tommy Lyon has had
fine pitching and heavy hitting at his disposal all through
the season. Charlie Watson is
leading the pitchers in every
department for the Cubs. He
has a 6-0 won loss, record,
a 2,02 earned run average,
74 strike outs, and he has
finished 6 of the 7 games he
has started this season. When
Watson isn't pitching, he plays
outfield and has a .289 batting average. The Cubs second
leading pitcher, John Wofford,
also doubles at first base when
he is not on the pitching mound.
Swofford has a 2-0 record and
is the second leading hitter on
the team with a .433 average.
The Cub pitching staff has only
allowed 2.63 runs per game and

they have struck out 121 batters
in 96 innings.
Looking at the batting statistics the team is batting a remarkable .319 as compared to
their opponents .182 batting
average. Eddie Barbary, the
first string catcher, is the
leading hitter with a .476
average. He also leads the
team in runs batted in with
14, and hits with 20. Keith
Waters, Cub shortstop, is hitting
at a .395 clip. The Freshmen
have tallied more than 8 runs
per game while giving up only
3.5 to the opposition.
The cubs lone loss came in
their first game against Anderson College. The 11-7 defeat was
later avenged with a 13-4 victory. The Cubs beat the South
Carolina freshmen team four
times this season for their
most impressive wins.

Tigers Lift Weights
By SAMMIE CARRORS
Tiger Sports Writer
During the past year a weight
lifting program has been integrated into the athletic program
at Clemson. Originated by Alvin Roy, an athletic consultant
and the strength coach for the
Dan Diego Chargers, this program is designed to increase
the strength of the athlete and
to improve his agility, speed,
and endurance. LSU was the
first to undertake the program,
and it has since spread to many
training rooms on college campuses.
The program here at Clemson
takes place throughout the year.
The exercises consist of a limited number of motions all execut-

Spring Sports
Friday, May 8
Baseball—N. C. State (here)
Golf—ACC tournament (at
Columbia)
Tennis—ACC tournament (at
. Durham)
Track—ACC tournament (at
Maryland)
Saturday, May 9
Baseball — North Carolina
(here)
Golf—ACC tournament (at
Columbia)
Tennis—ACC tournament (at
Durham)
Track—ACC tournament (at
Maryland)
Tuesday, May 12
Baseball — South Carolina
(here)
Wednesday, May 13
Baseball—Furman (away)
Thursday, May 14
Captain Malloy Evans leads his teammates in today's ACC
Baseball — Georgia Tech
tennis tournament.
(away)

Coke

ACC Sports Outlook
In news around the ACC
sports world, North Carolina is
looking to the future after the
fine performances turned in by
their freshmen athletes. Chief
among these is the feat of Jon
Levin, who ran the 100 in 9.6
in a recent freshman meet.
The Tar Heel freshmen tennis
team has performed well also.
Freshmen tennis coach Keith
Stoneman remarked that
"they're a very talented bunch"
in appraising his boys.
Football Forecast
Maryland is in the midst of
spring football practice. Coach
Frank Howard's oldest and
dearest friend, Tom Nugent,
has 17 lettermen fighting for
starting positions. Chief among
these lettermen seems to be
Jerry Fishman, a 220 pound
fullback, or as Nugent's I formation goes, the tailback. Fishman will see little offensive action next year. His duties will
almost be entirely along the
defensive line where the coaching staff thinks he can do the
most good.
,
North Carolina
North Carolina coach Jim
Hickey will have 23 lettermen

ed with explosive action. Participants in the different sports
are free to train at their own
will and are not obligated to
participate. There is no supervision to the program as evidenced by the athletes lifting at
the YMCA, the Field House,
and the Cub Room.
The athletes have a general set of exercises that they
execute. The reason for this
is that research has found
one set of exercises that
will cover all athletes in all
sports. Some variation is
necessary, however, as in
an individual sport such as
each event in track where
different parts of the body
are stressed.
Along with the weight lifting,
isometrics are part of the program. These exercises are good
because of the small amount of
time required to put into them.
Next football season a combination of weight lifting and isometrics is planned. Regardless
of which exercise is carried out.
the knee curling machine is always used to prevent and treat
(Continued on Page 6)

greeting him when he holds
his first practice next fall.
The squad will probably be
led by Chris Hanburger, a
center who upholds the tradition of North Carolina having
an outstanding center. Hanburger is compared to exNorth Carolina center Rip
Hawkins who now plays for the
Minnesota Vikings in the NFL.L
Hickey will also have talented
Danny Talbott, one of the most
sought after prep school athletes in the nation last season.
End appears to be the Tar
Heels' weakest point. Gone
from last year's Gator Bowl
champion squad will be AllAmerican Bob Lacy and rugged
John Hammett.
Wake Forest
Wake Forest coach Bill
Tate figures to be rebuilding
next season. His greatest
need appears to be at quarterback, where now departed
Karl Sweetan played the majority of the season. John
Mackovic, a six-foot 180
pounder appears to be heir
apparent to Sweetan's position.

Duke
Duke will be fighting for a
share of the conference crown
this year. The Blue Dukes
coached by Bill Murray figure
to be stronger and have many
of last years sophomores back.
The loss of AU-American halfback Jay Wilkinson will definitely hurt the backfield, but
Murray is a master at rearranging his lineup to bolster
prime weaknesses.

use
Coach Marvin Bass of South
Carolina is not expected to rival his unenviable record of last
year. Bass was pleased with
the spring and expressed optimist for the coming year. J. R.
Wilburn, an end last season,
looked strong in the drills. Also,
Dan Reeves looked to be in the
form that brought him recognition his sophomore year.
Reeves, hampered by injuries
almost all of last year, should
be ripe and ready for a great
senior year. On the whole, the
chickens won't be as big as
last year's team, but then bigness wasn't of much help to
them.
Virginia
Virginia coach Bill Elias is
looking for a big year for his
boys. Elias adopted the "wait
until next year attitude all
last season. He will have one
of the biggest athletes in history in John Naponik, a freslimen footballer and basketbailer. Naponik turned down
offers from 95 schools to attend Virginia.
N. C. State
1964 is scheduled as an off
year for coach Earle Edwards
boys. Edwards' team, co AtlanI tic Coach Conference Champs
I last season, shouldn't be in the
I running this season due to the
lost of part of his "mafia"
'backfield. Don't count the pack
out; Edwards is a great one to
■ pull off a couple of surprises
during the season. A couple of
surprises coupled with a couple
of other defeats and the Pack
could grab the crown as easily
as anyone.
. Clemson football prospects
have been, presented in earlier
issue, and all indications are
that the Tigers will have a fair
season next year, even with
apparent weaknesses at end.

gettin' ready for Furman

$

Man,
the
stampede's

This is really fine writing.
Until today, only a spider
could spin such a fine line.
Now BIC invents a new "Fine
Point" pen that writes
sharper, clearer, thinner I ines.
BIC "Fine Point" with "Dyamite" Ball Point is guaranteed* to write first time every
time because it's tooled of the
hardest metal made by man.
BIC is the world's finest writing instrument: BIC never
skips, BIC never clogs, BIC
never smears. What a pair of
pen pals: thin-writing BIC
"Fine Point" with orange barrel, only 25C; standard line
BIC Medium Point "Crystal,"
just 190. Both available with
blue, black, green or red ink.
Made in the U.S.A. *For replacement send pen to:
WATERMAH-B1C PEN CORP.
HILF0RD, CONN

Batiste gets an Oxford education

-ARROW*
Comfortable batiste fabric in the
college man's favorite oxford
weave is sure to be one of the
most popular shirts this season on or off the campus.
Traditional ivy styling in the handsome
Sussex button-down
collar... traditional
ARROW tailoring
for perfect fit and
w
"Sanforized" labeled to
ensure lasting fit washing
after washing. Crisp, cool
white in short sleeves.

BRASS RINGER

SUMMER-OPPORTUNITY
(Male Students over 18)
Go see Kolonel Keds fly
with the Bell rocket belt in
'Leonidoff's Wonder World'
at the N. Y. World's Fair
Amphitheatre 1

Students can earn in excess of $150.00 per week while working towards
Scholarships, trips, Prizes and Awards.

GET THE HEW
BIG "FINE POINT"
-ONLY 25*!

This year Collier's Vacation Earnings Program offers College Students more
- prizes and awards than ever before in the history of the Company

-A Worlds Fair Whirl & Rhine RendezvousNine days all expense paid trip to the Worlds Fair
Holland, Germany, France, Switzerland

$5.00

-Fifteen $1,000.00 Cash Scholarships

MAGNOLIA
TWO NEW
MANOR DINING
ROOMS

-Valuable Merchandise Awards
Students accepted for summer will have an opportunity to work in location of
their choice.
Asheville, N. C.
Charlotte, N. C.
Winston-Salem, N. C.
Durham, N. C.
Rocky Mt., N. C.

Raleigh, N. C.
Fayetteville, N. C.
Wilmington, N. C.
Greensboro, N. C.
Elizabeth City, N. C.

Myrtle Beach, S. C.
Greenville, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Columbia, S. C.
Roanoke Rapids, N. C.

FINE FOODS

Qualified previous Employees would have opportunity for Management.

"ROSE

All who would be interested fill in the next few lines and mail promptly in
order to receive first consideration.

ROOM"

Mr. Marshall S. Rosenfeld
District Manager
Suite 817
201 S. Tryon Building
Charlotte, N. C.
Name
School Address

Phone

Home Address .

Phone

Date available for interview
Date you could begin
Area you prefer to work

Hop to it, meet the new "Brass Ringer," it really gets around. It's
clean and lean. With man-size brass eyelets and wraparound toe
guard. Long pn looks, strong on comfort, great on wear. Made of
washable cotton duck in a new smoky white chino, also in white.
N & M widths, sizes 5 to 12, 13, 14.
Stampede on down td your nearest store
and let 'em rustle y' up a pair. Ask for
"Brass Ringer" Keds® today! It's arf5^ .

United States Rubber
Rockefeller Center, New York 20, New York

'CAPTAIN'S
TABLE"

specializing in steaks
the main room downstairs
is also open for regular meals
5 p. m. on — 12 noon on Sunday
to be sure of a reservation —
or to find your way — phone 654-2813
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Sbdi&hA, Jo JOWL

(DhaiikSititL.
JEWELRY AND MUSIC STORE
Telephone CA 6-6271
102 W, Whirner Street
Anderson, S. C.

Cry Baby
Cry Baby
Dear Tom.
I suppose a lot of Clemson
students read Jeff Denkerg's
column in THE STATE early
last week on the track meet
that was held between Clemson
and Carolina. What a crybaby!
Apparently one must be a crybaby to work on THE STATE'S
sports staff — at least to write
anything about a Clemson-Carolina contest. It seems that wet
weather provides an excellent
"excuse" for Carolina's losing

ways. If they aren't crying
football.
I honestly think the Carolina
teams and students are as tired
of being babied as we are of
reading poor excuses. I think
Carolina could lose gracefully,
if the crybabies at THE STATE
would let them.
Not only are they crybabies,
but they are apparently chicken,
too.
I've written
(as have
friends of mine) to protest some
of the slurs and cutting remarks they make occasionally,

but have yet to see anything in
print. I even tried to bribe them
to print my last letter (by saying that I would give $5 to any
charity they wished) but to no
apparent avail. Maybe if enough Clemson students would
write the next time some trash
like the last comes out, they
would get the idea that we
aren't taking all their tripe
without protest.
Byron Harder, Jr.
Class of '64

cident.
Our prayers go out for you
boys, for we know each one of
you will grow to fine manhood.
To the boys who gave blood, we
can never forget you; all we

AA Gives Thanks
PRESIDENTIAL PORTRAIT of the seventh president of Clemson College, Dr. Robert F.
Poole, is displayed by his widow, Mrs. Poole, in the home they occupied during his presidency. The portrait is the work of an outstanding artist of the Southeast, Charles M. Crowson of Atlanta. Dr. Poole, a native of Laurens County, had been Clemson president for nearly 18 years when he died of a heart attack June 6, 1958, at the age of 64.

Student Senate Decides
To Chop Rat Season
The Student Senate decided on
a four week ratting season for
coeds at the last meeting of the
year for the outgoing Senators
on April 28.
If the bill is approved by the
college administration, it wJil go
into effect this fall.
At the opening of the meeting, Norman Pulliam, presiding

Student
Senate
Banquet
Last Tuesday night the Student Senate held its annual
banquet at the Clemson Methodist Church. Dr. Harold Cooledge of the Architecture Department spoke on "Classical
Personal Politics."
Dennis Crocker, senior senator, was recognized as The
Senator of the Year; Norman
Pulliam was selected at a recent meeting of the Senate to
receive The Student Government Award.
After the banquet the film on
Clemson's immunization program was shown. The color
film lasted about 20 minutes.

over the Senate for his last
time, announced that the Rat
Bill which had been passed by
the Senate the previous week
had been vetoed by the President's Cabinet. In order for the
Senate to over-ride the Cabinet's
veto, the Student Body Constitution states that there must be a
two-thirds vote of the membership, but those Senators in favor
of the bill as it was could not
muster the necessary votes.
In an effort to change the bill
to make it acceptable to the
Cabinet, a number of amendments were proposed. Dennis
Crocker suggested that the rat
season for coeds be shortened
to six weeks, and Jerry Sampler proposed that it be cut to
only two weeks. Tommy Hamm
proposed a compromise of four
weeks. A vote was taken, and
the four week season won the
most votes. The shortening of
the rat season for coeds was
the only change made in the
bill.
Other items on the agenda included a report from Dennis
Crocker that he had talked to
Mr. Henry Hill about the possibility of reinforcements for windows at the ends of the halls
and about other safety measures around the campus, and the
showing of a new motion pic-

Pre-Law Society
Revival Sought
Miss Susan Brown of the
Dept. of social sciences is anxious to help all students interested in law, to re-establish
the Clemson Pre-Law Society.
All those interested in joining
next year, meet in Meeting
Room No. 1; Mon. May 11, at
7:00 p.m.

(Continued From Page 4)
the last matches for four outstanding seniors. Doug Stewart,
Malloy Evans, Fred Craft, and
Dick Pregnall have led Clemson
to an overall record of 38 wins
against 10 defeats during their
Anderson, S. C.
three year stay at Clemson. The
depth
that
these
players
gave
(Continued From Page 1)
Phone CA 4-4343
popular "Clair de Lune", as to the Clemson team will be
transcribed for the band by di- sorely missed next year.
rector Butler.
A band program would be infor your Jr. - Sr. needs
complete without marches, so
two of the finest of all band
^PX7?5
marches will be included in this
concert: Ganne's "Father of
Clemson
Seneca
Victory" and Bagley's "Nation^BBOTT'S
al Emblem." "On the EsplanMCNS SHOP
ade," a march novelty descriptive of an outdoor concert, and
the usual Clemson songs, will
STOP AT
Although particularly aimed
at Clemson College students, the
round out the band's offering.
Clemson College students, the
"For An Appetizing Snack"
program is open to all lovers
of band music, music lovers in
NORTH MAIN STREET
ANDERSON
general, and anyone who wants
to relax for a delightful hour of
entertainment under the stars

ANNUAL

UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE PROGRAMS
FULLY ACCREDITED

cjjjgfflKfi^S

Special Courses in Government. Politics,
International Relations and other Social Sciences.
TWO 5-WEEK DAY SESSIONS
Mon. June 22nd - Fri. July 24th
Mon. July 27th-Fri. Auj. 28th
ONE 8-WEEK EVE. SESSION
Mon. June 22nd - Fri. Aug. Mth
Jtir-Conditioned Classrooms and Dormitories
Director of Admissions
For Additional
The American University
Information and
Mass. and Nebr. Aves., N.W.
Bulletin, Write:
Washington, D. C. 20016

OPEN LATE FOR THE
DANCE WEEKEND

DANS

Friday Night
Til' 1:30
Saturday Night

TiP 1:00
and tor uour date

(Continued From Page 5)

TIGS
(Continued From Page 4)
In the pole vault Roland
Brown and Bill Jackson tied
son both had the same number
of misses after 13 feet.
Coach Pee Wee Greenfield
can be justly proud of his Tigers this year. They have
gone unbeaten in dual meets
and now have been crowned
state champions.

SAM'S LUNCHETTE

In The Nation's Capital

TIGERS
knee injuries.
This is Clemson's first year in
the program on a full scale.
Head trainer Fred Hoover hopes
to provide better prepared
athletes in the future for Clemson's athletic programs.

alumni program for the integral part of Clemson that it is,
as opposed to the sometimes
misconception that it is some
kind of separate adjunct for the
glorification of carousing old
grads.
The Alumni Association is
dedicated to building an alumni
annual giving program through
the Alumni Fund, that will be of
true significance to Clemson's
present and future.
This is to thank The Tiger for
aiding and abetting that dedication.
Sincerely,
Joe Sherman

THE
McDOUGALD
FUNERAL
HOME

A. C. C.

{while the iutpplu lastsl
un id
a Sellina
detuna a richu
rtcntu
<=JJan
CO

loved picture or L^lemsoni

own Koual (/Denaal Jiaer
for onlu $2.50

BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR!'
"BEST ACTOR!" Albert Rnney

-New York film Critics Award

can say is thanks so much.
We will always remember
that the Clemson country gentlemen helped to save Danny's
life.
Thank you and may God bless
you all.
Sincerely,
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis W. Derrick

STUDY THIS SUMMER

Alpha Phi Omega
Seeks Ugly Man
Clemton students are currently electing the "Ugly Man
of Clemson" by "penny" voting
on the Loggia which will last
until noon Saturday.
Proceeds from the contest
which is being sponsored oy
Alpha Phi Omega will go to
the Clemson Emergency Fund
and other organizations. The
results of the voting and the
winner will be announced at
the intermission of the dance
Saturday night.
The winner will receive a
key, a wall shingle, and several
other prizes which are being
donated by local merchants.
The organizations sponsoring
the winning candidate will reseive a "UMOC" plaque.

ture about Clemson, "A Letter
From Clemson," by Mr.
Joe
Sherman, Director of Alumni
and Public Relations.
At the close of the meeting,
Alex Credle led the Senators in
a standing ovation for Norman
Pulliam in appreciation of the
excellent job he has done as
President of the Senate this
year.

Dear Tom:
I would be grossly neglectful
in Clemson's total interest if I
did not express appreciation for
recent Tiger attention and encouragement to the Clemson
Alumni Program and its dedication to Clemson's educational
capability.
It would be good to have
words at my command to tell
you how gratifying it is for students to be concerned about the
alumni program while they are
still students. This concern was
virtually non-existent a few
short years ago.
It is most inspiring to see that
students and recent graduates
are beginning to recognize the

"THE CADILLAC OF RESTAURANTS"
2921 North Main Street
Pruitt's Shopping Center
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

"BEST DIRECTOR!"Tony Richardson

Gratitude Expressed
Gratitude Expressed
Dear Folks at Clemson University,
We want to thank each and
every one of you for the kindness you have shown during
(our son) Danny Derrick's ac-

THE
EL DORADO RESTAURANT

Vm
Compliments
Of

THE JOHN C. CALHOUN
HOTEL
THE CALHOUN MOTOR
LODGE

"AROARING ENTERTAINMENT!"-* "«£
"THE BEST COMEDY EVER MADE...AN ABSOLUTE TRIUMPH!"
-*~««*
"BRILLIANTLY ENTERTAINING. IT LEAVES AN
AUDIENCE STUNNED WITH JOY.V £2Rl2£« ****** (HIGHEST RATING!) DELECTABLE.'*
—JCoft Came'in, N.Y. Daily N»wi

"ABSOLUTELY MAGNIFICENT!"

JIMA

CLASSIFIED
And Now

CLASSIFIEDS ARE FREE!
(Monday night deadline/15 word maximum)

OVER 7,000 READ
THE TIGER
EACH WEEK
for sales
losrs
wanreds
founds
FOR SALE —1959
TR-3 Excellent cond.
Radio, Heater, Wires,
Good Tires, Overdrive.
See Mac A8M1
Vote UMOC for
Angus "Fly" Lafaye
He's UGLY
FOR SALE: 1955 factory air-conditioned
Chevy. See Skelton,
Economics. F-

the town people
the school people
the visiting people
rhe subscribing people
the student people
SHOULDN'T YOU
TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF THIS?!
FOR SALE: STEREO
SYSTEM, 36 watt
amplifier, 15" speakers, cabinets changer,
MUST GO SEE DAVE
7-221.
$1.00 CAR WASH by
Omicron, Sat., May 9.|
Parking lot at Girls'
Dorm.

-r,m. /**«»„.

EttTNUMCOlM- Awrtc»AansTU»K*TiKtuK
CONTINUOUS
PERFORMANCES
jM

OCTPFK1

MPUUR
H>tCES
..
~—"„

.
j'"
,JT
.
T.
Opens
Thursday,
May 13
Thru
Thursday, May 21
ANDERSON, S. C.

Clemson Theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE

ATTENTION SENIORS

Thurs., Fri., Sat., May 7, 8, 9
Frankie Avolon
Annette Funicello
Buddy Hackett

our
■

Special Offer

"MUSCLE
BEACH PARTY"
In Color

SENIORS

SPECIAL LATE SHOW
Fri., May 8 — 10:30 P. M.
Joan Greenwood
Cecil Parker

has pleased Clemson graduates
For YEARS

Small Down Payment
Financing To Suit You

"THE PLAYGIRL
AND THE WAR
MINISTER"

TAKE DELIVERY NOW!

Sun. & Mon., May 10-11
Tony Randall
Barbara Eden

PAY LATER
MAULDIN

"SEVEN FACES
OF DR. LAO"
In Color
Tuei. & Wed., May 12-13
Vincent Price
Joyce Jameson
Peter Lorre

"COMEDY OF
TERRORS"

PENDLETON, SOUTH CAROLINA
— BANK RATE FINANCING —

In Color

McLELLAN & TURNER
TEXACO

Want
to work
for a
great
outfit?

College Ave. Next To Winn Dixie

GAS

OIL

Motor Tune-Ups All Cars
Wash Jobs By Choo-Choo

Owned and Operated by
Mrs. Ray Tillotson

Char - Light
Restaurant
Curb Service and
Dining Room

IN THE HEART OF DOWNTOWN ANDERSON

SPECIAL PRICE

.Tom
Jones

Great, it is. And profitable to work for. And fun
to work for. The outfit is
Tupperware, makers of
the famous plastic food
containers of the same
name. You could earn
$50 a week or more as a
part-time dealer, demonstrating and selling Tupperware at home parties:
Truly, a wonderful way
to beat the High Cost of
Living-on-Campus. Ask
your Financial Aid Director about it and call
your local Tupperware
distributor, listed in the
Yellow Pages under Plastics or Housewares. Or
send in this coupon...
. Good HousskMoing • ( PARENTS')
^

lUMMTtK

^ V "*y^

| UPPERWAM Department C-2,
Orlando, Florida
I would like to talk to someone
about becoming a part-tim« Tupperware dealer.

Steaks, Chops, and Seafood
Seneca, S. C.

By-Pass 123

ALEXANDER DRUG CO.
Your Walgreen Agency

College Ave.

Clemson

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
"THE TIGER"
Is Available At Alexander Drug Co.
M

CAROLINA TERRACE
MOTEL
— DOWNTOWN ANDERSON —
Telephone CA 6-3411

Name.
Address.
City.
State.

COFFEE SHOP AAA
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ho Made It

Like most things at Clemson TAPS begins with
lines — lines and lines of students waiting to have
their pictures taken and to reserve a copy of the
yearbook.
Now the TAPS staff has begun its long year of
work. Many tasks must be performed with tact
and talent as they write the history of Clemson,
1964.
Well, We Sold 479 Books Today!

5" X 7" Ought To Do

Here's Another One, Bill

John Lee and Lex Scott (L. to R.) and other TAPS photographers spend many busy hours in the photo lab producing
the pictures to be used in the yearbook.

Editor, Wayne Kennedy (left) hands Business Manager, Bill
Davidson, another one of those ever present photographers'
bills as he puffs away on a cigarette-

And then after those first grueling days the receipts must be carefully checked. Here (L to
R) Bill Davidson, Smut Smith, and Mac Brooks perform this duty.

50 Pages Down And 1,000 To Go
:; : : : ::
; :; :;': ::;: :: : ^^-K^^^V:-v:

This Copy Can't Be Correct — Can It?

Pete Sherratt and Harvey Springer busily trace the designs for pages on layout sheets.

30 Hours!

Mac Brooks, Ed Tennett, and
Ed Lominack (L to R) discuss deadlines.

Pete Sherratt, Sam White, Mack Brooks, and Edward Munnerlyn (L to R) type up the copy
for the yearbook and prepare to send it to the printer.

At Last I Can Relax
Oh, There's Nothing To It!

And the production
will end as it began
— with a line — as ,
Seniors pick up their
Joe Dowling looks on in amazement as Goz Segars adds up
the hours he put in for the week.

Joe Dowling and Pete Sherratt (center and right) tell Fritz Sargent, a new junior staffer, how
easy working on the TAPS staff is as they talk at the dropin held when the finished TAPS
is presented to the staff.

yearbooks today.
Wayne Kennedy, 1964 Editor, surveys the results of a year's
hard work. Was it worth i$ Only time will tell—but she
has always said yea before. ,

Friday, May 8, 1964

Departing Seniors
Express Their Views
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A Guy Called Frank
Our Editor At Work...

By CHARLES HILL
Tiger Feature Writer
This month the graduating class of 1964 will march
across the stage of the amphitheater, receive their diplomas, and become official alumni of Clemson University. For the past several years, these students
have given most of their time, money, and plain hard
work to Clemson to become educated men and women.
Leaving the university forever as an undergraduate
• student, each graduating senior finds that he has
formed a definite opinion, and is left with definite impressions, about his life at Clemson. In a poll taken
this week, The Tiger has sampled this opinion by talking with several seniors.

As Rats We Met
Back In Math 104

...And At Play

By JOHN FOWLER
Tiger Feature Editor
As a gung-ho rat in the fall
of 1960, I had heard all the
stories about "one-in-three" entering freshmen making it
through to graduation, so I
showed a more than usual interest in the guys who sat on
either side of me in class. Upperclassmen kept telling me
that two of us weren't going
to make it.
In Mr. Stanley's Math 104
class, the guy who sat to my
left was named Frank Gentry.
Generally, these questions were asked of those inHe made several points higher than me on the first quiz.
terviewed: During your stay at Clemson, what things
And the second. And the third.
have made the biggest impression on you? What have
And I began to wonder if I
you liked, or disliked, the most? What has affected
was going to make it.
Anyway, this guy Gentry has
you the most? What about Clemson has meant the
. most in your memory? Seniors responded to these Editor Frank Gentry is getting ready to pound out one or ms plagued me most of the last
four years, first as a classrather difficult questions with varied, interesting, and crusading editorials on his trusty typewriter.
mate, then as a close friend,
usually heartfelt answers.
roommate, and finally as my
"boss" on the TIGER. This

Many of the seniors felt the strongest about the
great and famous Clemson spirit. "The thing that I
have liked the most is the school spirit," commented
Harry Morrow, an industrial engineering major from
Landrum. "Students here are proud of the Clemson
■ name. That statement that 'A Clemson man needs no
introduction' is very true. Clemson men are respected,
whether they are members of the class of 1909 or the
the R. F. Poole Alumni ScholarBy JIM BARNES
class of 1969," he concluded. "The main thing that has
• stood out to me is the school spirit," agreed Bill Miller, Ever considered making an ships that enabled the College,
investment in the future of a for the first time in Clemson
a mechanical engineering major from Greenville.

makes me unusually well-qualified to write about him.
Frank Gentry is from Clemson. His father, John B. Gentry, is Director of Personnel
here at the college.
Fram the moment that Frank
told me he wanted to move
into the dormitories "to see
what really goes on," I knew
he was lacking in smarts. His
3.8 G. P. R. notwithstanding, I
figured he must be crazy out
of his mind to leave the peace,
quiet, and good chow (Mrs.
Gentry is undoubtedly the best
cook in Clemson) of home for
the noisy, boisterous atmosphere of hall B-8.
Not only did he have a 3.8
G. P. R., he was in Phi Eta
Sigma and later in Sigma Tau
Epsilon and Phi Kappa Phi;
so keeping an open mind, I
decided that maybe he wasn't
feeble-minded. Maybe he just
liked punishment.
Playboy Frank Gentry is getting ready to wheel his MG past
Shortly after Frank moved the girls' dorm.
in with me, he became Managing Editor of the TIGER. As
a freshman, he had won the
"Outstanding Junior Staffer
Award". It was at this time
that he talked me into writing
some, and under my inspiring
example he became Editor the
By ROGER TAYLOR
mountain. Cabins, shops, sanext year.
Special-Section Editor
loons, a church, and a school
As
a
junior,
and
again
the
generous supporters, Mr.
following year, Frank was sewere erected here, and life
Charles L. Horn, president of lected for "Who's Who Among In the early nineteenth cenin
the town was similar to that
the Olin Foundation. Speaking Students In American Colleges tury, the South wanted to esof any frontier town. The attablish
strong
trading
ties
with
to the Clemson Student Body And Universities". That made
mosphere was a violent one,
in 1958, Mr. Horn said, There's him a BMOC, and I had to the western states, and, too,
and many deaths occurred
one thing about Clemson I'm start sweeping out the room. it wanted to gain some device
As a senior he won the for attracting foreign trade. through greed and dissention,
ashamed of. It's the amount Greenville News - Piedmont But the sea routes to the West
adding to the high toll caused
of money that is coming back, Peace Fund Scholarship and were unpractically long, so the
by accidents in the tunnel.
from its alumni. It is ridicu- also was selected for mem- men of South Carolina wistAfter six years, work on the
lously low, the lowest of any bership in Blue Key. By now fully stored their dream away.
tunnel
was temporarily sushe
had
a
black
M
G
and
was
With the coming of the railcollege that I know of.
hard to catch up with.
pended because of the Civil
road,
however,
an
avenue
for
Every man who walks across Frank is an applied math
reaching the west was created, War. Feeble attempts were
this platform at graduation major, but in spite of that he and South Carolinians quickly made to restore this tunnel
time absolutely morally owes made a right good roommate. took their action. In 1835, the project, and for that matter,
this college the $3,160 that col- He is interested in manage- citizens of Charleston met with the whole railroad, but all
ment and plans to attend Car- representatives of Cincinnati, available funds had been exlege funds contributed to his
negie Tech next fall to study Ohio, to discuss the feasibility
education. If you don't pay it econometrics—as a NSF fel- of building a railroad between hausted. By the time South
Carolina had regained her ecback, your college is going to low, naturally.
the two cities. John C. Calhoun onomic balance from the desomeday be stranded and when So much for background.
took a great interest in this vastating effects of the War
it comes time for your Billy As an Editor, Gentry has project and, with his son, and the aftermath of Reconbeen responsible for most of
to go to college, you're going the good things which have helped to survey the proposed struction, other passages
route. Unfortunately, financial through the mountains had
to find that this college is too happened to the TIGER. For difficulties beset the new com- been completed, and the much
hard up to take Billy." Mr. instance, it was his idea for pany, and the project was aban- heralded passage of the Blue
Horn went on to emphasize us to reel in all the smart rats doned for the time being.
Ridge Railroad through the
that "if you're going to have at the beginning of the school Various trade conventions mountains failed to become a
year and get them interested
your college live and carry in the paper before they found were held during the next few reality.
years, and the proposed rail- For many years, tourists
on forever, you're going to have other interests. Last summer
road was always a keen topic visited the damp, subterranean
to do something about it your- he wrote letters to a select due to the fact that rich terri- cavern of the uncompleted
selves. Go out and do your group of entering freshmen tories were developing in the Stump House Mountain Tunpart in seeing that the people whose college board scores in Mid-West. But the fact that nel, and today the eastern enwho graduate here pay back dicated exceptional aptitudes in many rivers and rugged moun- trance of this tunnel is easily
into the Alumni Fund some of literary areas. He has also tains made any communication accessible by car. It is located
the money they received for represented us well before the between South Carolina and the near the beautiful Isaqueena
good education. I think this is "Power That Be" when we got West difficult was always pres- Falls above Walhalla and on
the finest education in the ourselves in trouble.
ent. Charleston and Savannah the fringe of the Sumter NaUnited States — I don't think As a person, he places great were developing into important tional Park. This section of the
there's a better school — I faith in the powers of reason, seaports, their populations were tunnel extends 1,600 feet into
watch all of the schools and or logic; and he likes to be increasing, and new industries the mountain and is 25 feet high
I don't believe there is a finer thought of as a "reasonable" were being developed. Besides by 17 feet wide. There are
institution than Clemson. I person above all. He is much these factors, pressure was 1,500 feet of granite between
don't say that to kid you or to more in favor of "winning growing for a railroad originat the two ends of the tunnel.
kid me. I say it because you over" a recalcitrant with well- ing from South Carolina be
The Western entrance to the
have standards here that are reasoned argument than by cause of competition between \tunnel
has been engulfed by
extraordinarily high." Follow- merely issuing a mandate the Southern states themselves. Crystal Lake. Since this end
ing his address, Mr. Horn, be- which is to be obeyed unques- Georgia, Nprth Carolina, and j 64 feet higher than the east'
s
fore a luncheon microphone at tioningly.
the Clemson House, handed He values friendship above Virginia were in the process of ern side, the tunnel was once
Clemson a check for $1,175,000 almost anything else, and it is constructing railroads which considered as a means of
for the Samuel B. Earle Chem- with great pride that I say that, would channel the trade of the transporting water to Walhalla,
ical Engineering Building. How since that first day in Mr. West to their own ports. If but the idea was finally remuch do you plan to contrib- Stanley's class, I have been his these routes were completed, jected as being too expensive.
all important commerce would In 1940, Dr. Paul Miller, a
friend.
ute?
by-pass South Carolina, and professor at Clemson College,
the port of Charleston would suggested that the tunnel might
be limited to the products and be an excellent place for curing
needs of this state only.
Roquefort
cheese.
Fifteen
So once again, the railroad pounds of cheese was successbecame closer to a reality as fully produced under experinew companies were formed mental conditions in the tunnel.
for the construction in 1852. The College modified facilities
The new road was to cross in the tunnel and operations
four states, so four separate began. Although the project
companies were formed, the was suspended during World
South Carolina company chart- War II, work began anew in
ering as the Blue Ridge Rail- 1952, and Stumphouse Mountain
road Company. The new route blue mold cheese was created.
was to climb into the nearby The tunnel was used as a lomountains where it was to pass cation for curing cheese until
through three tunnels, then on the Plant and Animal Science
to North Carolina, Tennessee, Building was constructed on the
Clemson campus. In this buildand Kentucky.
The most interesting of the ing, the conditions in the tunpoints along the Blue Ridge nel were simulated, and the
Road were the tunnels. There curing operation was moved
were to be thirteen tunnels in here.
Recently, the tunnel was
all, and the ones in South Carolina were named Saddle Tun- designated as a fallout shelter,
nel, Middle Tunnel, and Stump and if it were modified slightly,
House Mountain Tunnel, which it could provide an ideal fallwas probably the most inter out shelter indeed. But amid
plans and schemes for its utilesting.
The Stump House Tunnel was ization, the Stumphouse Tunnel
designed to be 5800 feet long, stands quietly but defiant
and its level was to be 238 against nature. It has an atfeet below the top of the moun- mosphere all of its own, and
tain. In addition to the dig- stands out as a picturesque adging of the tunnel itself, four dition to the already beautiful
ventilation shafts were to be Blue Ridge Mountains.
sunk. The tunnel was started Many of the men who helpin 1855. Many foreign labor- ed to violate Stumphouse Mouners were transported to "Tun- tain by ripping out her belly
nel Hill" from Northern sea- now lie inside her. They are
ports, and native field hands marked only by the graves on
were employed when farm the top of the mountain where
work was light. The work was a roaring town once stood.
slow and tedious because of These men, whether they died
the lack of power drills, high while toiling in the tunnel or
explosives, and electric ma- sinning in a saloon, have left
chinery. The working equip- their monument to South Caroment consisted of hand drills, lina. The Stumphouse Mounsledge hammers, black pow- tain Tunnel, once the pride of
der, and three steam engines South Carolina and a means
for operating the wind fan for of bringing the wealth of the
ventilation. A crude town sim- West to the East, was born of
ilar to the mining towns of the a dream and exists today mainWest developed on top of the ly as a memory.

CU Almuni Loyalty Fund
Strives To Better Clemson

"The way Clemson men stick together has been important to me," said Buddy Adams, an industrial management major from Bamberg. "The students here are
. closer to each other than they are in other schools. If a
Clemson man gets in trouble, the rest of them will help
him out." The same opinion was offered by Hugh
Martin, an industrial engineering major from Union.
"I like the way Clemson students stick together. When
you're a Clemson man, you think a lot of your school.
■'You're proud to say you're from Clemson. Students
from other colleges aren't nearly so proud of their
school."
Another school of thought was ably expressed by
John Wood, a physics major from Tigerville. "I'd say
the most important thing is the people I have met —
the friendships I've made, and some I haven't made.
My experiences with these people have caused me to
grow up faster than if I had stayed in some other area."
George Horres, an electrical engineering major from
Charleston, answered in a similar way. "I like the
> type of people here. The people are the main thing
that influenced my coming here, and I have not been
disappointed in those I've met while I've been at Clemson," he said.

1

Warren Brown, a math major from Chester, commented, "The best thing I like about Clemson is the
student body. I would say it is the one thing that has
impressed me the most. These people here really have
the spirit." A Greenville civil engineering major, Fulton Clinkscales, said, "The people that have been here
—my fellow students—I don't know of anything more
important to me than they have been." Larry Vereen,
a bacteriology major from Ocean Drive, agreed. "I like
the fellowship and the friendly people here, although
some of them I could do without," he stated.
"I like the freedom at Clemson," replied Bill Gobble, a Danville, Virginia, civil engineering major. "You
aren't pressured by any organization to be a member
of this and that—you can be more or less independent,"
he concluded. "Being on your own and meeting other
people who are on their own—that has been important
to me," said Archie Ward, a pre-med major from Kingstree.
Harold Joye, an English major from Landrum,
commented, "I have appreciated the help that the staff
is willing to give to a student who will cooperate with
them." "I'd say that athletiG events, especially football games, have been the most important to me," said
Steve Olson, a civil engineering major from Decatur,
Georgia. "Senior Day—that's what I'll remember," replied Neil Towery, a civil engineering major from Sumter. "And some of the dances have been pretty good
too."

p

Some seniors chose to approach the subject more
. from the lighter side. "What has impressed me is how
so many can pay so much for so little at the book store,"
said Henry Thompson, an industrial management major from Charlotte. "I've noticed that people never
seem to learn about those Friday night late shows,"
stated Tommy Kirkley, a Charleston textile management major. "There's a crowd every week!"
Sandy Sander, an electrical engineering major from
Charleston, replied, "The thing I like best is that the
atmosphere here is not too diverse. Usually there is
only one thing going on in the school at a time, and the
outside interference isn't too bad."
Chester Jenkins, a chemistry major from North
Augusta, summed up what many of the seniors wished
, to express: "It's the atmosphere of Clemson which is
great," he said. "I don't mean so much the academic
atmosphere, or even the school spirit. It is the way
i that the people act, their honesty and openness, and the
feeling that they have for each other which is important."
These are the opinions and impressions of the Class
< of 1964—varied, interesting, and heartfelt. Somewhere
among these seniors' comments one may find the answer to the more basic question, "What is Clemson?"

growing concern for better edu- history to offer scholarship
cation, achievement and ser- aid to outstanding high school
vice? The Clemson Univer- seniors." The R. F. Poole
sity Alumni Loyalty Fund, since Scholarships award $600 for
its reorganization in 1956, has four years. There are no reworked toward creating of a strictions to the course of study.
better Clemson through the This scholarship is the acadsupport of its Alumni donations. emic answer to the athletic
Clemson always had an alum- scholarships.
ni fund, but it was not until The Alumni Loyalty Fund
its reorganization Jan. 1, 1956, has also made enormous conunder the direction of Joe tributions to the Faculty ReSherman, Director of Publica- search and Development protions and Alumni Relations, gram by making available to
that it started to become a them flexible funds with which
significant apendage of the Un- they can make possible private
iversity.
Taking over the research projects otherwise
alumni fund in 1956, Sherman not covered by state expendifound the Alumni Funds assets tures. It is this same flexito be $15,000. In 1956, after reorganigation the assets were bility of Loyalty funds that has
more than doubled to $31,728.27. made it possible for the AlumSince 1956, the total income, ni Professorship program to
for a year, has risen to $109,- help attract and hold outstand240.65 in 1963, to leave a "res- ing professors in the various
idue" of $456,035.62 in the
fund. Tbe funds annual expenses schools.
1960
run around $35,000 to $40,000.
The Student Body receives a
Where does the Alumni Loy$1,000 grant from the Alumni
alty Fund help? It helps where fund annually. "To show its
state funds are non-existant or appreciation of the grant and
inadequate. Among its more
also in full awareness of the
important programs are the
importance of the Alumni AsAlumni Graduate Fellowship, sociation, Student Government
Faculty Research and Developis going to devise some means
ment, R. F. Poole Scholarships, by which the student's attenand Alumni Professorships.
tion can be focused on the AsIn 1960, when Clemson's doc- sociation and its work," stated
toral program got under way, ex-Student Body President Anit was funds from the Graduate gus W. McGregor.
Fellowship budget of the Alum- Clemson's Alumni Loyalty
ni Loyalty Fund that aided in Fund is undertaking a herthe setting up of the program. culian task and has attained
Following an initial investment progress which not only Alumby the fund of $10,000 in the ni, but also students should
Graduate
Fellowship pro- take much pride in. But with
gram, and the consequent es- this pride there should be felt
tablishment of the doctoral pro- shame. This shame has been
gram, the National Defense described graphically by one of
Education Act (NDEA) follow- Clemson's proudest and most
ed up with $45,000 in grants
over the past three years.
"After our doctoral program
became established," said
Hugh Macaulay, Dean of The
Graduate School, "our primary
aim has become to attract excellence of graduate students.
We're helping about fifteen
students yearly under this fund
from the Alumni in the form
of Fellowships and Assistantships." Dean Macaulay emphasized that "the two obvious
results of the alumni assistance
have been the promotion of the
doctoral program, and the improving of the quality of our
students on the graduate level."
"The value of your degree will
go up with the promoting of
your university," said Macaulay. "Each one of our graduate students was influenced
to a significant degree to come
to Clemson because of the Fellowship, he was offered," said
Macaulay. "Each one, I think,
preferred Clemson, but it was
a question of whether he could
sacrifice the good pay that
would come from holding a
job, or the financial assistance
that was offered him by some
other institution. The Alumni
Fellowship made the difference.
Each of these persons is making his own contribution to
Clemson and to society, and
the students contribution is in
no small measure a result of
the Alumni contribution. I hope
the Alumni will be pleased
with their investment in Clemson."
"From my point of view,"
said Dr. Jack K. Williams,
Dean of the College, "the
Alumni Graduate Fellowships
mark the beginning of Clemson's drive to move from the
bottom of the list of landgrant colleges in graduate
work. Equally significant are

Cartoons That Bring Memories
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Clemson's President Of Past
Claim Distinguished Service
The presidents of Clemson
have guided it through the past
to growth and greatness, but
they have been faced with the
problems set upon them by the
criticism of the press, politicians and public, and in each
administration there have been
student riots or rebellion.
Run by Trustees
In the early years, Clemson
was run almost wholly by the
Board of Trustees, who were
influenced by politicians. The
very name of Clemson was
objectionable. The public could
not accept naming an "unnecessary" Southern college for
a Pennsylvania Yankee who in
their opinion stole Calhoun's
plantation, money and position.
The press, who hated Senator Tillman, did not like the
Idea of his influence in the
Board c( Trustees, nor for
anything in which Senator
Tillman had a hand. It seems
that any time the name of
Clemson came up the press
immediately linked it with
Senator Tillman.
Strode Served Three Years
H. A. Strode, our first president, served from 1890-1893.
His hometown was Fredericksburg, Virginia, and it was in
this state that he received the
major part of his education.
He did a great deal of work in
the schools and colleges of Virginia.
Leaving Virginia, he accepted the position of head of the
Math Department at the University of Mississippi. While
there, he was recommended by
the University of Virginia for
the presidency of Clemson.
He said that he would only
accept if the Board of Trustees' decision was unanimous,
and that it was.
He became the first president of Clemson College and
a professor of mathematics.
His main job was supervising the construction of new
buildings. Problems arose
here, for convict labor was
used, and this led to more
problems, because no one
knew whose responsibility it
was to feed and maintain
them and their guards.
Aside from escaped convicts,
Mr. Strode had to face severe

criticism by the press. He had
very little control of the policies of the college, but this
was due to the Board of Trustees; therefore he had to seek
their confirmation on even the
most trivial matters.
Resigns Because of Health
Mr. Strode resigned in 1893,
just before the first students
came to Clemson. Though he
resigned because of poor
health, he continued as a professor of math until his death.
Mr. Strode was the father of
Mrs. C. C. Newman, Sr., who
presently resides in Clemson.
Edwin Boone Craighead, our
second president, and a native
of Missouri, specialized in
Greek and Latin. He received
various degrees, both earned
and honorary, but his vocation
seems strange for a president
of Clemson.
He served as president ^of
various state colleges after
leaving Clemson and instituted
some very desirable features
in these schools. He was a
well known journalist and served as a trustee for The Carnegie Foundation, but at Clemson he was a controversial
figure. He was the center of
criticism from both the press
and faculty.
Disagreed With Trustees
He built a standpipe, when it
should have been a reservoir,
disagreed with the Board of
Trustees on their decisions, and
finally created a legislative investigation, which was partially due
criticism by the
press of
state. It was
under his
ministration that
the Main Building burned.
Amid a rush for the barracks,
caused by a sudden shower at
drill one day, a gangway was
overloaded with cadets who
were locked out. The gangway
gave way and presto there
was a pile of cadets and timber. Quite a few students were
injured, but the press treated
this incident kindly by saying
it was an act of God.
After serving three hectic years, Dr. Craighead resigned to take the presidency
of Central College of Missouri, his alma mater. He
served Clemson well in its
first years of operation and

accomplished a great deal
despite the many criticisms.
Henry Simms Hartzog, our
third president, was a native
of Allendale, and graduated
from The Citadel. After leaving
Clemson, he went on to serve
as president of several state
colleges and later became a
manager for J. B. Lippincott
Co.
Clemson Not 'Unnecessary'
Dr. Hartzog worked diligently
toward the betterment of the
School of Textiles, which was
opened during his administration. He stated that Clemson
was not an "unnecessary"
college and that it was not
selling the functions of other
state colleges. He asked for
people to visit the college and
see for themselves.
As most Clemson presidents
have, Dr. Hartzog had his' embarrassing incidents, except in
more
publicized
form. It
seems one Cadet ThOrnhill was
caught taking a test tube in
the Chemistry Department. He
was reported to the disciplinary
council and dismissed from
college.
The' press, of course, immediately picked up this opportunity to criticize Dr. Hartzog. The whole affair was investigated, but not until after
the whole sophomore class had
walked out of school. Dr
Hartzog handed in a resignation, but waited until the situation was solved by the cadets
being reinstated, including
Thornhill.
Mell Is Fourth President
P. H. Mell, our fourth presi
dent, a native of Georgia, did
undergraduate and graduate
work at the University of
Georgia, where he also received his Ph. D. in Chemistry.
He then worked for various
colleges and went on to work
with the Alabama Weather Bureau.
There, he developed the
system of weather signals
now used by the Weather Bureau. He declined the presidency of various universities,
so that he might continue his
work. He wrote several
articles and books on agricultural and educational subjects.

Dr. Mell's administration was
criticized more than any other,
and sometimes unjustly so.
There was supposedly a
"shady" deal on nine jerseys
that the school bought from a
friend of the president.
Press Exaggerator
The press brought out some
exaggerated facts and began to
criticize Clemson for its extravagance. The legislature
then sent a committee to investigate the luxuries being
created ftrr faculty members.
According to one farmer who
visited Clemson, there was
found "a few cows, two mares,
six hogs, two pigs and not a
feather of chicken; yet Clemson was advising the farmers
of the state how to use these
animals.
.
Student rebellions flourished
almost as much as did the editorials during Dr. Mell's administration. A shirt tail parade was led by the senior
class the night before commencement and a march on
Pendleton by half the student
body was typical of the unrest.
Board Revised By-Laws
Dr. Mell resigned, giving as
reasons that the administration
of the school was not given the
authority it needed by the
Board of Trustees, who were
uncooperative, and that general
reorganization of the military
department was needed. The
board then revised its by-laws
in order to clear up the com
plaints.
Walter Merritt Riggs, our
fifth president, a native of
prangebnrg, graduated from
Auburn, Alabama. He taught
English and Physics at his
alma mater, before coming
to Clemson as an instructor
in Electrical and Mechanical
Engineering. He was promoted to the head of the department and became Clemson's president in 1911.
Dr. Riggs served longer than
any of his predecessors, and
was very well known nation
ally. He was very interested
in athletics. As a Clemson
President he had his student
riots, too. This riot occurred
in 1920, but was treated more
kindly by the press than was
the usual case
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sented ten dances. These were
the Freshman Hop, Homecoming, Junior Dance, Autumn
Ball, Block "C". Dance, MidWinters Prom, Military Ball,
Sophomore Dance, Taps Ball
and Junior-Senior.
From this we can see how
the dances provided today are
related to those presented
that year. Through a process
of combination and elimination, we have today dances
which represent the wants of
the student body.
In 1936, just two years after
the beginning of the C. D. A.
there were 12 dances held each
year. This number has decreased throughout the years
for the fullfillment of bigger
and better dances.
There were nine positions to
be held on the C. D. A. They
consisted of a president, vicepresident, secretary, treasurer,
two men on placing committee,
officer in charge of placing,
and one man and officer on
the decorations committee.
During the War Years, the C.
D. A. grew in stature and became the governing body for
all social activities of Clemson
College. The nation's leading
orchestras were brought to
Clemson to play to crowds
gathered from all over the
state.

Dr. Edwards spearheads Clemson University's progresss.
(Photo—Lank)

Ben's Spirit Lingers On
Leaves Big Footprints
By WILLIAM M. BROWN
Tiger Feature Writer
The name of Benjamin H.
Tillman will forever resonate
through the halls of our administration building— Tillman
Hall. This respected senator
and trustee did much toward
founding this institution known
as Clemson University.
Mr. Tillman saw the possibilities of having his name become immortal by the establishment of this college. He,
therefore, spent a large part of
the last years of his life devoted to the establishment,
growth, and welfare of the
Clemson A & M College. His
words still echo in the various
governmental offices and
chambers throughout this state
of South Carolina. He had
given many of his valuable

Clemson Man Yearns To Return;
Does And Finds Campus Rewarding

hours of life to heated debates,
discussions, and lectures on the
benefits of the founding of a
college here by the time the
plans had become a reality.
Ben was an ordinary fighting
man who felt the farm boy
should have a college education. And since many of the
farm boys back in the last part
of the nineteenth century were
poor, he felt the education
should be given at the lowest
possible price to the student.
This great man was respected by many people—and feared by them, too. This grim,
aged man hobbled around the
campus for many years; he
would "pop" in on the classes
to listen to the lectures; inspect the barracks on the spur
of the moment; drop into the
Treasurer's Office to count the
nickels, dimes, and pennies;
and he would ride out into the
fields in the trustee • carriage
to watch the corn grow. He
watched the campus grow
from the day when the first
brick was laid for the cornerstone of Tillman Hall until his
death. He loved the campus,
the buildings, the cadets, and
anything1 that had to do with
the "cow" college.
And as a result of all of his
fighting efforts and unwillingness to back down, this institution was started. It was
very small at first, but through
the years it has grown until
today it is as we know it—
Clemson University.
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CDA Synonymous With Fame
Sponsors Big Name Bands
From its meager, unorganized beginning the C. D. A.
has grown through a process
of readjustment and diligent
work to become the complex,
efficient organization that prepares our dances today.
To realize the problems and
to appreciate the work of the
students in preparing for the
dances that are presented at
Clemson, one must analyze the
growth of the C. D. A. from its
inception to its present status.
Dancing Clubs Existed
From 1910 through 1930,
dancing clubs existed at Clemson. Each class had a club
composed of 39 members and
each club planned its dances
separately. This was replaced
by a centralized organization.
In 1933, "The C. D. A. was
organized for the purpose of
furthering the gentlemanly
condnct for which Clemson is
noted, and scheduling dances
to the better satisfaction of
all."
The first officers were L. H.
Harvin, president; G. W. Robinson, vice-president; W. C.
Coble, secretary; J. E. Hunter,
treasurer; and J. U. Bell, officer in charge of decorations.
F. B. Schirmer served as an
assistant to the vice-president.
10 Dances Presented
Dur%g that year they pre-

relationship between the student
and the .churches of Clemson.
Set Aside 'Church Night'
This led to the establishment
of the Department of Religion
with the various ministers of
Clemson doing the teaching
He set aside every Wednesday
night as "Church night," and
allowed no other meetings to
be held at that time.
He remained as president for
two years after the regular
retirement age of seventy.
After retirement in 1940, he
stayed on to do historical research and to continue as a
guest speaker at various functions. He was very well known
for his speeches.
R. F. Poole, our seventh
president, a native of Laurens
County, graduated from Clemson, and received his M. S.
and Ph.D. from Rutgers University. He taught plant pathology, which was his field, at
N. C. State for several years.
Dr. Poole then returned to
Clemson to be president for
nearly eighteen years. He was
widely known as a scholar and
has published several books
and articles. Dr. Poole was
president when the military
was eliminated at Clemson
and he guided Clemson into
its greatest period of transition.
A New Day
January 1959, after the untimely death of Dr. Poole, Dr.
R. C. Edwards became Clemson's president. This administration has already seen a
spectacular growth in physical
facilities and faculty salaries.
Entrance standards have been
raised and the scope of Clemson broadened greatly.
During this administration,
also, Clemson passed through
a potentially grave crises as
the first Negro student entered
Clemson. Only this year, the
first girl's dormitory was
opened and the name was officially changed to Clemson
University. Much of this prog
ress is due to Dr. Edwards
leadership, who makes a distinguished addition to a long
line of outstanding Presidents

By BOB GASKINS
years college. Many can quote reverent. He thumbs through
Tiger Columnist
Plato, Aristotle, and Homer. the pages of books like a conHe is a boy; he is a man. Some pick their teeth with the noisseur of fine wines sizes up
He is a Clemson Man. He goes Pythagorean Theorem. He is
to class, he studies, he passes, crushed. His world falls around its quality. As the bells of
Tillman Hall peal through, the
he flunks. These are the things him.
campus, the son smiles and
that many of us do. Some of
During his first two years in gazes across at his new dous
love
to
do
them,
some
of
CDA
us are bored by it. For con- military service, the son does main. The son of Clemson has
tinuity, let's call this charac- his best to do his job. He finds returned home. All is well.
ter "the son". Come with me out that only through hard
and let us follow a few years work can anything be accomplished. In time, the son realin the life of the son.
izes the mistake that he has
He receives a letter from
Clemson and he is very happy. made. He makes a vow to
He is going to go to college himself that he will return to
\f$p .
with his friends. He is not sure Clemson someday and finish
%.
what he will study, but he is his education. He takes note
^C*»»
confident that he will find his of many of the people and the
positions they hold. He makes
heart's aptitude in time.
iierttoMmtlwf
friends in the service and tells
At't't/t.tf ftwftYr/r// //w ft/faf/'/vrtf r/wr.jr '</ jftttft/ i/t
In the first few months at them of his ambition to return
k
school he has settled into the to college. Some of them can//> ////'./ ,ftt.//t7fff/'<i//. f/tr /h-i/i/ff,t n/»//'/JticttZ/it /ftr/'r
routine of college life. He not understand why anyone
learns the college lingo; he goes to college at all. Some of
falls into the routine of col- them plan to return also. He
lege life. Gradually, he loses lives only for. one thing, to rehis interest in the courses that turn to college. He meets
he is taking and is drawn into many Clemson graduates in the
the extra activities that the Air Force. He recognizes them
tertainment thanks to the Central Dance Association.
school offers. He is an avid by their ring. Unfortunately,
member of the college band, he is an airman, they are ofthe college newspaper, the col- ficers. Still, this does not pre- Every Clemson Student Hopes To Have One Of These Somelege swimming team, the col- vent them from recalling the day.
lege drinking team, and the times and things that they had
college whatnot. Life is a once been integrated with at
blur; life is a meaningless pin- Clemson. Through the laughtwheel. He has found no con- er of reunion and nostalgia the
tentment in his courses, and realization pounds home to the
he is not passing a single sub- son. He is rocked by the force
ject. It seems to him that life of his craving for Clemson.
Through the years, the ed their purpose In this is so very complicated and that
The term commencement is
his professors are all against The years pass very slowly usually used to denote the end versity of Georgia; 8 pm, Annumber of members has been, dance.
nual Address before the WMCA,
it
seems.
The
son
takes
corcot down and in 1950 it was
The prime purpose of the him. The things at the school respondence courses by the of session ceremonies at which President E. B. Craighead."
composed of 8 members on C. D.. A. is to present a suc- are piling up uncontrollably dozen and .does surprisingly degrees are conferred, while
Monday, December 14, Miland everything ■ is depression.
the Senate Staff. They are
well in them. These tend to mid-year and summer exerpresident, vice - president, cessful dance — to give enter- He thinks of the many things whet his appetite somewhat, cises are simply referred to as itary Drill and Athletics, 8 pm,
secretary - treasurer, floor tainment which will be enjoyed that he can do if he leaves col- but the awful homesickness graduation exercises. The cus- Entertainment by College Glee
chairman, designer, and a by everyone. Through the co- lege. These things boil down washes over him with the reg- tom originated in the medie- Club.
chairman of placing, public- ordination of its committees it to one alternative; this thing ularity of the morning and val universities and is said to Tuesday, December 15, 11
am, Annual Address before the
plans every aspect of the over- is the military service. The
ity and decorations.
evening tides. By the time he have been transplanted to this Literary Societies, Dr. William
all
dance
weekends.
service
seems
like
a
golden,
There was a fifteen man Juncountry by Harvard College B. Smith, Tulane University.
gilded door to this son of Clem- has reached his third year in from Cambridge University.
Number Remains Same
ior Staff, of which 8 were to
the
service,
the
desire
to
return
Wednesday, December 16, 10
be chosen for Senior Staff. As In the past few years, it has son. He joins.
is overwhelming. He sends for In colonial days commence- am, < Graduating Orations and
;
The
son
joins
the
Air
Force
under the old system, the had the same number of of
copies of the "Tiger". He brags ment exercises were held in Delivery of Diplomas.
dances were held in the field ficers but with a few positions at the end of the first semester of Clemson's athletic teams to the fall and the graduate was
The second annual comhouse, up until 1954, when the changed. Now it consists of 8 in College. He is confident that fellow servicemen that have required to deliver an address mencement was held on Febbecause
he
has
had
a
semester
new dining hall began to be senior members and the Junior
never heard of Clemson. The before receiving his degree. ruary 6, 7, 8, 9, 1898, and was
used.
Staff is composed of sixteen of college that he will far sur- Clemson College Catalog rep- The practice today is to hold also a four-day exercise. In
men.
pass the others that he may resents a giant pool of knowl- these exercises in May or June 1898-1899, however, school
Woody Herman Presented
In the second semester of The Junior Staff and Senior be serving with. He envisions edge and acts as a connecting and substitute a commence- opened in September, 1898,
1956, the C. D. A. presented Staff must be composed of men the other airmen as idiotic 3rd link. He finds that there were ment address for addresses by and the third annual comWoody Herman and his Third of high integrity and character. and 4th grade dropouts that many things at Clemson he candidates although one or mencement was held beginHerd. "Although this was one They must do the job right the don't know Euclid from Edgar never knew.
more outstanding members of ning June 14, 1899. This colof the coldest weekends at first time, for there is no room Allen Poe. He sees himself ad- The' big day comes and he is the graduating class may be lege calendar has since beClemson, high spirits and fab- for mistakes. The Senior Staff vancing quickly in rank; he discharged from the service designated as commencement come conventional and conulous music made everyone's selects the band which is to sees himself accepting a com- with honors. He is elected Air- speakers.
tinues to this day.
play.
chilliness disappear."
mission. This vision is good. man of the Quarter during his
In the late thirties while the
The first commencement
"The master, Woody Her
Now with a greater knowl- Though he blasted his academic last days in "bondage". This il- exercises were held at Clem- college retained the plan of anman, and his men presented edge of the workings of the record to shambles in college, luminates and emphasizes the son beginning December 13, nual commencements, degrees
the greatest in cultural jazz C. D. A. you can understand he still imagines himself a fact that the son has learned to 1896. The four-day program were conferred at the close of
at the Saturday afternoon Con- and appreciate the work put brilliant scholar, because he work; he knows where he is began on Sunday with the each semester and summer
cert and continued their music into a Clemson Dance, but has been to college, in these going.
commencement sermon and term. There were also special
what reward do students re- surroundings.
making far into the night."
Unfortunately, Within a short period of time ended on Wednesday with the occasions, such as building
the son receives a bomblast of the son has enrolled in Clem- delivery of diplomas. Accord- dedications when honorary de"With the return t6 classes ceive for their efforts?
Monday morning everyone
They have the knowledge that a shock after he is in the Air son. The first day he returns ing to the catalog of that year grees were conferred. For exsaid goodbye to one of the the memories of wonderful Force for a few months. Many, is like some miracle that he the program was as follows: ample, the 1941-1945 catalog
most terrific dances ever times will live on in the minds many of his fellow airmen has dreamed of for so long. Sunday, December 13, 11 am, indicates that degrees were
held at Clemson." It seems of Clemson Men for years after have college training; many He walks among the buildings Commencement Sermon, Chan- conferred in 1942 in February,
(Continued on Page B-5)
that the C. D. A. accomplish- the dance has enled.
have two, three, and some four with his mouth agape; he Ij celor W. E. Boggs, D. D., Uni-

Lionel Hampton Return
o.* -<,
^r Midwinters - Februa^g
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Improves Clemson
While at Clemson he improved buildings, beautified the
campus, revised the curriculum
and enlarged the faculty. Under his administration, students were compelled to attend
church. "He made all of South
Carolina a part of the campus
of Clemson College."
Riggs Dies in Office '
He! laid the foundation for
the love the people of South
Carolina have for Clemson today. He was a great administrator, and among other
things courteous, liberal, practical, hospitable and unpretending. He died in 1924 in office
while in Washington on business for the college.
E. W. Sikes, our sixth president, a native of North Carolina, held degrees from
Wake Forest and Johns Hopkins University. His major
field was history, but he was
too great a personality to be
confined in one area of learning alone.
"Dr. E. W. Sikes was like
a lustrous diamond in the many
facets of his personality and
intellect." He was a teacher,
executive, historian, economist,
lecturer, writer, and a preach
er. You might say he excelled
in anything he undertook.
Clemson Becomes Accredited
He increased Clemson's en
rollment by more than 1000 students, and added a number of
buildings, but greater than the
physical was the academic
progress. Clemson became an
accredited college. He also reorganized and added new departments.
Actually, his greatest in
fluence was his personality. He
provided leadership and inspired many of his students,
who respected him, to greater
goals. The students referred
to him as "a regular fellow."
He believed in good relations
between the faculty and the
students.
It was during Dr. Sikes' administration that the religious
life of Clemson grew and reached its highest point. This was
due to his belief in a closer

President R. C. Edwards

Diploma Given Early;
First In Colonial Days
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Senior Day Scores A Big Hit
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Like the month of March, Senior Day, '64, came
in like a lion and went out like a lamb. Many of
the lions who went to the field behind Death Valley
at one o'clock or thereabouts were lambs an hour
later. Our administration shepherds, believing in
the old adage that, if you give anyone enough rope,
he will hang himself, allowed these unsuspecting
lambs to walk up the scaffold, put the noose around
their collective neck, and release the trapdoor all
by themselves. In this case, the rope came out of
bottles, all kinds of bottles. There were quarts and
fifths for the stronger lions and pints and half-pints
for the more timid but perhaps smarter cats.
For those who survived the afternoon activities, there was a barbecue. Certain unfortunates
found that this was the coup de grace to their digestive systems and spent considerable time afterwards paying homage to some porcelain god or
other.
The day's festivities ended in the fieldhouse.
The administration shepherds were there in force
looking after their little lambs. In order to better
observe their charges, the shepherds had what
seemed like 1000 watt spotlights trained on the
seniors who by now could barely stand the glare
of a night-lite.
Well, Senior Day, '64, has come and gone. A
couple of pigs have come and gone. But not our
seniors, they linger on. (All photos by Lank)

Transfusions Already
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From The Pokey To Bliss
Pals For The Afternoon

Lead Me, Master
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Tiger Reminisces On History
Fifty-seven years of con
tinued publication have elapsed
since the first issue of the
TIGER flew off the presses
on January 21, 1907. The
TIGER now roars for a newly
named
Clemson
University
after nearly three score years
service to the college.
Samuel R. Rhodes was the
editor-in-chief of the first TIGER and A. B. Taylor was
promoter and business manager. The newspaper they produced was the first college
"""newspaper in the entire state.
Mr. Rhodes is a bit reticent
about those first days of THE
TIGER, the editorial, reportorial, and financial troubles
and hazards encountered, and
he gives all the credit for or. ganizing the staff and orienting
the "sheet" to Taylor.
Some light is thrown on the
mechanics of the first few
TIGERS by Mr. Rhodes'
comment, "Just as must be
the case now, the editor-inchief had to be prodding his
assistants eternally if the
paper came out at all. And
though the first paper was a
, bi-weekly publication, we still
;
had to sit up into the wee
small hours of the morning
to meet our deadline. Then,
as now, I had to make up the
paper and arrange even the
advertising."
Rhodes believes he was
chosen editor of the TIGER
due to previous experience in
journalism.
"I was chosen editor of the
class probably because I had
been editor of the Furman
ECHO, which was their literary magazine.

of the yearbook, appeared on
January 21, 1907. It was stated
that the newspaper was to
serve as the fundamental
source by which Clemson graduates would be kept informed
about the activities at the college. It was to be published
every two weeks by the students of Clemson College at a
rate of seventy-five cents for
five months. The first staff of
THE TIGER was headed by
Samuel R. Rhodes, editor-inchief; A. B. Taylor, business
manager; A. L. Campbell, assistant editor; A. B. Bryan,
alumni editor; D. W. Peurifoy,
local editor; L. L. Bissel and
H. P. Lykes, athletic editors;
P. Quattlebaum, exchange editor, and L. L. Horton and A.
S. Heyward, assistant business
managers.
Prominently featured on the
front page of the earliest TIGER, which resembled a magazine in the manner in which
it was laid out, was an elaborate descriptive story of the
Georgia Tech-Clemson football
game of 1907, which Clemson
won, 10-0. The article vividly
described how the Tiger team
had been transported out onto
the playing field by carriages
drawn by white horses. Elsewhere in the paper was found
an article praising the installation of a new "automatic
telephone," which had been
placed in a downtown business
establishment. The article
stated "calls may now be placed
through an intricate system of
dials direct to the desired
party without the inconvenience
of the operator."

THE TIGER emphasized that calendars to latest-style rainthe architectural beauty of the coats to French lessons by a
structure which would boast a native teacher."
porch overlooking the grounds
During the years 1908-1909
of the Calhoun Mansion.
O. M. Clark and C. F. Inman
On October 7, 1907, G. G. were editors of THE TIGER.
Weathersbee was named ed- In 1910, when R. W. Freeman
itor and several changes were was made editor, THE TImade in the student news- GER installed several innopaper. The subscription rate vations, including the first
was raised to $1.00 per year. pictures, a new type of slick
The first trace of humor ap- paper, and special editions.
peared in that year's issue of The first pictures usually
THE TIGER. The following were of various buildings on
is taken from the October 15 the campus and of the difissue:
ferent
organizations.
The
A rat's letter from home, first special edition of THE
TIGER was devoted to arsweet home:
ticles and poems written by
Dear John: We have 2060 students about
Christmas.
bundles of fodder in the loft Since then, special issues '
and about 700 more on the have been concerned with
stalk. We have pulled all that YMCA work, John C. Calis ripe enough, it will be Mon- houn, and the military deday or Tuesday before we will partment.
have any more. The cotton is
opened and the peas are get- An interesting article in a
ting ripe. With love from, 1910 isue of THE TIGER offers sharp contrast to the tuiErnest.
tion rates paid by Clemson stuOther big stories of the year
included the addition to F. H.
Clinkscales' store of an "extensive soda water department" and the visit of a prominent Russian agronomist to
the campus.

dents then and now. In 1910
a full time student paid only
$61.31 at the first of a semester
and $19.13 for each quarter
thereafter. In addition he was
charged $29.18 for his uniform
and $3.00 breakage allowance.
T. R. Reid and C. K. Dunlap
were editors in 1911 and 1912
respectively. The first cartoons were used in THE TIGER
in 1913 when R. B. Ezell served
as editor.
They depicted
chiefly the outcome of the different athletic events.
An interesting story in the
January 17, 1914 paper is
that of how the entire cadet
Corps learned that President
Woodrow Wilson and his wife
would come through the railroad station at Calhoun on a
return trip from Mississippi.
The body of students journeyed en masse to the depot and
watched the President and
the first lady wave to them
from the observation platform.

First Editor-in-Chief

The first TIGERS appeared
to have difficulties in obtaining
and maintaining subscriptions
judging from an announcement
concerning the refund of subscriptions. The staff agreed to
return the money which had
been collected but threatened
to print the names so that
everyone would know who they
were.

Mr. Rhodes stated that A.
Instead of paying $6.75 for the
B. Taylor at one time hoped Even in 1907 Clemson was
privilege of witnessing a New
'to have a building constructed, becoming the mecca for conYear's Day Bowl Game, Clembut the college authorities ventions and meetings of or- son was advised in the 1907
didn't agree to it.
ganizations all over the state TIGER that they might watch
I Expressing the opinion that as was noted in the May 14, a championship football game
sports dominated most of the 1907 edition of THE TIGER, with the University of Tennessubject matter, Rhodes says, which made news of the fact see for only fifty cents.
"Athletics interested the stu- that the South Carolina ColScattered throughout the bardents most. We featured foot- lege Press Association had held racks were various student
its
second
annual
convention
ball quite a bit."
at Clemson. Construction had: business establishments and
The first issue of THE TI- just begun in 1907 on a new| corporations which advertised
GER, which was begun pri- barracks which was to provide frequently in THE TIGER. The The first TIGER editor, S. B. Rhodes, talks over the old days
marily for the purpose of rais- accommodation for about two cadet enterprises offered every- with ace TIGER interviewer, Bill Anderson, f
(Photo by Spencer)
ing funds for the publication hundred students. The story in I thjg from "artistic picture

TIGER increased the of the 1929 editor, as editorthe page to its present in-chief, THE TIGER made
1915 when Edwin H. its first appearance during
the summer months. The
was made editor.
first summer edition was
Editors of THE TIGER durdated July 27, 1933, and it
ing the war years were J. B.
was devoted chiefly to acDick, F. L. Parks, J. B.
counts of the ROTC summer
Faust, J. B. Bankhead, and
camps and Clemson's plans
G. H. Aull, who is now head
for the coming session. A
of the Agricultural Economsignificant story in that first
ics department. During the
summer issue was the item
years immediately following
concerning the re-organizathe First World War, the
tion of Clemson into various
men who were selected to
schools.
serve as editors of THE TIA regular feature in later
GER were handicapped by
having to serve in a dual TIGERS, the column known as
capacity as both editor and "By Their Words" was found
in a March 1, 1934 issue, edited
business
manager.
Those by George Chaplin, who later
who served in the double role became the editor of the New
from the year 1919 to 1922 Orleans Daily Item. The first
were H. C. Walker, T. J. recorded quote in the column
Webb, W. M. Redfern, and H. was by Dr. R. Taylor, "love is
a grand and great and glorious
A. Woodle. The outstanding feeling."
issue of the era was on which
Joe D. Kinard was elected
commemorated the twentyeditor in the spring semester
four Clemson men who gave of '35 and succeeding him the
their lives during World following February was Harry
War I.
S. Ashmore, later editor of
the Arkansas Gazette and now
During the years between editor of the Encyclopedia
1922 and 1926, THE TIGER Britannica.
was headed by E. H. Hall, E.
When J. C. Wilkinson was edL. Smith and Wright Bryan. itor in 1937, THE TIGER first
Under the guidance of Wright appeared in the same size
Bryan, who later became editor pages as it did on into the
of the Atlanta Journal and was fifties. Following a brief tenrewarded by selection as pres- ure of office by F. W. Durhan,
Earl Mazo ascended to the ediident of the American Associa- torial leadership in 1939. The
tion of Newspaper Editors, THE issue celebrating the fiftieth anTIGER began to look much as niversary of Clemson College
it does today. The use of eight was the largest which has ever
column banners on every been produced. The mammoth
page, editorials with a two- work was composed of three
column width or more, and sections and contained a total
specialized sections contributed of 28 pages.
to the general appearance of
Fifty-seven years are now
the paper and contrasted greatly with the small, magazine- behind for this publication—
like original issue. During the fifty-seven years in which
term of Wright Bryan as editor, another first was added many different people have
to the growing list of TIGER carried on the work necesaccomplishments, the appear- sary to make the publication
ance of the first "April Fool's" of the paper possible. It has
issue.
remained the policy of this
From 1926 to 1933, THE TI- paper from that first day in
GER continued under the su- 1907 until now to be the voice
pervision of * J. K. Avent, A. of the students, a service to
C. Link, P. B. Leverette, J.
G. Adams, J. E. Baker, and W. the students for news, announcements, and a repreG. Ashmore.
sentative of the students.
In the summer of 1933,
THE TIGUR looks on its hiswith W. L. Leverette, brother
THE
size of
size in
Agnew

tory with great pride, for it
has been as colorful as it has
been long. Many editors of
the paper have gone on to make
marks for themselves following graduation and all have
graduated with the same pride
in THE TIGER that those who
work on the staff now must
feel. THE TIGER salutes all
those of past staffs who kept
things rolling so that the publication might remain and
claim the title of being the
"oldest college newspaper in
the state."

DIPLOMA
(Continued from Page B-4)
May, July, August, September
and October.
The practice of graduating
exercises at times other than
the annual commencement did
not become a reality until 1947
when the enrollment of veterans greatly exceeded that of
non-veterans were also concerned with the dress of graduation. Prior to the war
graduates wore the cadet uniform but the non-veterans after the war did not wear the
uniform and in 1947 caps and
gowns were worn by all candidates.
The first caps and gowns
were rented by the Registrar's Office from a firm in
Atlanta who brought the costumes to the campus in automobile on Sunday and remained until well after midnight before reclaiming the
costumes and returning to
Atlanta.
In 1956 the College decided
that with the abolition of the
cadet corps and in keeping
with the practices at many
other civilian type institutions,
that steps be taken to work
toward a formal Commencement Program to be held in
June and that mid-year and
August formal graduation exercises be eliminated effective
with the 1956-57 session and
the 1957 summer session.
Later, formal commencement exercises were re-initiated for first semester graduates in late January or early
February. Then, in the summer of 1962, the August graduates filed a petition requesting
a formal graduation after the
summer sessions. Their request was granted, and, in
1962, Clemson returned to having three commencements a
»
year.
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t-LII HULK

TAPS
MISS SANDY HILTON

MISS FAITH CUYLER

MISS JANE DUNCAN

MISS DEBORAH SPRAGUE

For John Matthews
WSBF

For John Christmas
TAPS

For Frankie Robertson
CDA

For Herb Hollar
WSBF

ft

ft

ft

ft

ft

MISS SUE MARTIN
For Charles Harmon
TAPS

Qwiw/L'S&nwh'
MISS BECKY GODBOLD
For Jim Hambright
TAPS

MISS

BRENDA

GREGG

For Edward Munnerlyn
TAPS

MISS NANCY HENDERSON

MISS KATHY DELAHANTY

For Roger Taylor
TIGER

For Bill Stover
TIGER

MISS SUSAN McGEE
For Jimmy Ward
CDA

&G£UUJtkA,

MRS. BRENDA RIPPY
For Doug Rippy
TAPS

ft ft

sir

sir

ft

MRS. HD3BY THEUS

MISS NANCY JO BISHOP

For Wyatt Theus
CDA

For Sam White
TAPS

CDA

WSBF
MISS NANCY TAYLOR

MISS BETSY B. DICKERS ON
For Whitey "KJoma*
WSBF

V

For Gary^Hall
CDA

MISS MARIE FABRICK

MRS. VICKI COX
For Walter Cox
CDA

1

For Rick Bainbridge
WSBF

